San Diego has become an overbuilt theme park, a hollowed-out pleasure dome noisy with professional sports teams and the byproducts of drug- and boom-fed street festivals generated for tourists, conventioners, and high-tech moguls. Unemployment is absurdly low, and the city's economy, fueled by tourism, biotech, cell phones, and the stream of cocaine that crosses the Mexican border, simmers at near-boil.

In the middle of Balboa Park, once the city's finest public asset, a hellish parking garage is planned for the San Diego Zoo, which has become a bastion of commercial exploitation, hawking its wares on the Internet and hosting loud private parties for convention-going revelers. "Many visitors from out of town have difficulty finding the Zoo entrance," the zoo complained on its website, belittling its argument to gobble up more park land with PR doublespeak. "An improved entrance that brings the Zoo out to Park Boulevard would enhance the Zoo's presence and relationship with Balboa Park." Instead of a
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Well, Harriet and Barrons made it.

In a kind of a miracle, the gang hanging out and

shouting, "It's the end of the world as we know it!

And we've got a little thing called叫做..."

Pacers is all actual songs. One of the better

ones. Willy of nine in

strange. But... As we

say, the gang hanging out and
dancing, "It's the end of the world as we

know it!"
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Scary, But True! Allstate Cellular

Anybody's

Lowest Advertised Prices or Pizza's On Us!

Why Choose Allstate Cellular?

On plan starting at only $13 a month!

New Offer! With Every New Activation!!!

FREE Family 4-pack to

$19.95

IXEL/FX

4000

Dialing Pad

On plan starting at only $13 a month!

FREE!!!

Now Hiring!

Qualified Applicants Please Call

310-535-1510

Allstate Cellular
SAN DIEGO's #1 WIRELESS EXPERTS

Best Rates Ever!

Brand SPOOKIN' New!
Nokia 5180!
Digital Dual Mode

On plan starting at only $25 a month!

Nokia 9118

Premium Leather Case

On plan starting at only $25 a month!

Motorola V3

Premium Leather Case

On plan starting at only $25 a month!

Qualcomm 860 Digital/Dual Mode

On plan starting at only $25 a month!

EPC Wireless

Long Distance Charges on select plans!
Sun Diego's #1 Activator of Wireless Phones in One Giant Location
Premier Wireless gives you:

THE BEST OF YOUR WORLD

Pure Digital PCS and full-coverage
dual-band at unbeatable rates.
Our best rate plans:

**Free calls mobile-to-mobile. (2nd line from $5 a month. *)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate Plan</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10/month for 270 minutes*</td>
<td>270 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15/month for 560 minutes*</td>
<td>560 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20/month for 600 minutes*</td>
<td>600 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$39/month for 250 anytime minutes*</td>
<td>250 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64/month for 500 anytime minutes*</td>
<td>500 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$104/month for 1,000 anytime minutes*</td>
<td>1,000 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$159/month for 1,300 anytime minutes*</td>
<td>1,300 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$12/month for Partner Plan**</td>
<td>240 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24/month for 300 minutes**</td>
<td>300 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34/month for 400 minutes**</td>
<td>400 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$79/month for 1,000 peak + 500 off-peak minutes**</td>
<td>1,000 peak, 500 off-peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$89/month for 1,000 peak + 1,000 off-peak minutes**</td>
<td>1,000 peak, 1,000 off-peak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pacific Bell
Pure Digital PCS
Authorized Agent

"No regrets" policy — 100% satisfaction guaranteed

*1000 peak minutes includes all Talk/Text lines with $100 minimum paid by Premier Wireless after 30 min. of continuous service. **Long distance or roaming calls. Not applicable to local calls.

Premier Wireless
3533 Camino Del Rio West
(619) 299-4455
Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 am-7 pm • Sat. & Sun. 10 am-6 pm
Stereo Warehouse

100% Financing Available

FREE INSTALLATION

All Merchandise Brand New!

No Interest or No Payments for 1 Year on any Installation

We challenge anyone to find a lower price. Having any price - match our price with better fit - GUARANTEED!

Contact Us Today!

(619) 426-7272

Contact Lens Problems?

$79

No Cost Consultation

6 mos. Supply of Dry Eye Disposable Contacts

CALL NOW:

MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN, O.D.
KEITH W. JUAN, O.D.

ARENA EYEWORKS

OPTOMETRY

224-2879

3750 Sports Arena Blvd. • Suite 300

Depression Anxiety Bipolar

At Synergy Research Centers

We have investigative studies for these and many other conditions.

For more information please call:

(619) 426-7272

Depression Anxiety Bipolar
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Depression Anxiety Bipolar
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6 mos. Supply of Dry Eye Disposable Contacts
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OPTOMETRY

224-2879

3750 Sports Arena Blvd. • Suite 300

Depression Anxiety Bipolar

At Synergy Research Centers

We have investigative studies for these and many other conditions.

For more information please call:

(619) 426-7272
“We’ve received over 140 qualified responses from our Job Giant ad in two weeks. We’ve received so many good applicants from the ad, we don’t have to advertise in the Union-Tribune anymore!”

— Richard Burns, Impressions Plus Targeted Direct Marketing

“Job Giant” ad.

For advertising information or distribution locations, call the Reader at 619-235-8200. Job Giant ads are on the Internet at www.sreader.com.
Lose and enjoy a pleasure cruise to Alcatraz.

The Reader's Third Annual Pro Football Contest
Bigger, better, easier, and still free.

Post-Traumatic Stress
ANXIETY DEPRESSION NIGHTMARES
PAIN

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!

Last place contestant wins round-trip airline tickets for two to San Francisco, Las Vegas or Phoenix. To enter, visit the Reader Web site, click on "Sporting Box." www.sdreader.com

Play 500 games or play 6, you're still in the running.
Thursday 1 drove straight to the airport. They showed me the hotel room and the airport. We had a good time. 

On Friday, we went to Disney. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Saturday, we went to Universal. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Sunday, we went to SeaWorld. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Monday, we went to Legoland. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Tuesday, we went to Six Flags. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Wednesday, we went to the museum. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Thursday, we went to the zoo. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Friday, we went to the beach. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Saturday, we went to the park. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Sunday, we went to the aquarium. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Monday, we went to the library. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Tuesday, we went to the mall. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Wednesday, we went to the stadium. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Thursday, we went to the beach. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Friday, we went to the park. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Saturday, we went to the aquarium. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time. 

On Sunday, we went to the library. It was a lot of fun. We saw the show and had a good time.
You sound as if you’re holding something back,” Walter James said, his voice ever-thoughtful.

“Nothing,” she answered, meeting his gaze. “I just don’t know what to say.”

“Why not?”

“Because you’re not the one who’s going to have to live with it,” she replied, her voice softening. “You don’t have to worry about the consequences.”

“I understand,” he said, his eyesunreadable. “But I want to help you.”

“You can’t help me,” she insisted, her tone firm. “I have to deal with this on my own.”

“Don’t be so hard on yourself,” he countered. “You’re not alone.”

“I know,” she sighed, turning away. “But it’s hard.”

“I’m here for you,” he promised, his voice soothing. “Whenever you need me.”

“I appreciate it,” she acknowledged, her voice low. “But I have to do this on my own.”

“Okay,” he said, his eyes gentle. “Just know that I’m here for you.”

“Thank you,” she whispered, her voice small.

“Anytime.”

“Thank you,” she repeated, her voice stronger. “I really appreciate it.”

“You’re welcome,” he replied, his eyesunreadable.

“I have to go now,” she said, her voice urgent. “I have an important meeting.”

“Of course,” he said, his eyesunreadable. “I’ll see you later.”

“I’ll see you later,” she replied, her voice firm.

“Take care.”

“I will.”

“Goodbye,” she said, her voice small.

“Goodbye,” he replied, his voice unreadable.
The Mr. San Diego Follies

(caption continued from page 12)

renowned central library, the city will soon have the finest
baseball stadium money can buy, with some of the art-deco
houses for the wealthy to entertain their friends and busi-
ness partners, courtesy of local taxpayers. While Mission
Bay grew crowded and polluted, the civic council contin-
ued to buy up millions of dollars of unused football tick-
ets from John Spano, the contractor developer who owns
the San Diego Chargers. The near deal was pushed by City
Manager Jack McGover, who quit after taxpayers got wind
of the fiasco. But instead of doing something for his base-
ball ticket farm, McGover, who also handled the base-
ball ticket deal, said it was a civic project's chief bene-
ficiary. Padres owner John Moores.

Spano, McGover, Spano. These are the men who
ruin San Diego. The mayor and city council have become
seamen, saying only the ones who have enough
money to buy their way into power. With only one daily
newspaper remaining and the radio and television stations
owned by national monopolies, participation by average
readers in the city's affairs is virtually nil. They may con-
tribute to the San Diego Union, but they don't have the
benefit of the today's San Diego Union and Tribune.

Editorial writers would discreetly brag that the Union-Tribune had foiled the
Chargers ticket guarantee and a downtown baseball stadium on a gallant
public just as Jim Copley had boosted
Nixon to the presidency.

of the fiasco. But instead of doing something for his base-
ball ticket farm, McGover, who also handled the base-
ball ticket deal, said it was a civic project's chief bene-
ficiary. Padres owner John Moores.

Spano, McGover, Spano. These are the men who
ruin San Diego. The mayor and city council have become
seamen, saying only the ones who have enough
money to buy their way into power. With only one daily
newspaper remaining and the radio and television stations
owned by national monopolies, participation by average
readers in the city's affairs is virtually nil. They may con-
tribute to the San Diego Union, but they don't have the
benefit of the today's San Diego Union and Tribune.

Editorial writers would discreetly brag that the Union-Tribune had foiled the
Chargers ticket guarantee and a downtown baseball stadium on a gallant
public just as Jim Copley had boosted
Nixon to the presidency.

Drays devoted much of his time to urging his fellow San
Diego to spend prudently in their relations to the past, serv-
ing the great beneficence of continuous sunshine.

On December 15, 1981, the award was given to the Grant Club, described
in a 1907 story by the San Diego Union as "a sort of
men meeting every Monday in the Grant Hotel lobby." In
its early years, the club was said to be "the principal inter-
ested in partisan politics." Fingers on at club gather-
ings include local politicians in order to fix some future
vote on their projects through local legislative bills. They
are referred to as not accorded real membership. Published
writers are encouraged to attend, but, like children, they

Delicious, Fat Free
Bonus Minutes
And A Spicy-Hot
Little Sony
Zuma Phone!

Um-m-m-m!
We're serving up sizzling savings!

Sony,
D-VHS ZUMA CH-2000, one of the smallest dual
mode (2000 digital phones to hit the market, with exclusive
for Dual™) navigator and folding microphone ear.

$49.95
with contract activation
Normal retail: $154.95

$25 per month
Before: 100 anytime local minutes
Now: 200 anytime local

$35 per month
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For first 4 months after activation date.
Enjoy bonus minutes only on GTE HomeChoice plans with digital phones.

Visit the GTE Wireless Center nearest you today:

City Hall Center 520.222.8720 • CPM Telephone
360 Commercial 520.881.2220 • Department of
Consumer Affairs 520.881.2220
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Enjoy bonus minutes only on GTE HomeChoice plans with digital phones.

For first 4 months after activation date.
Enjoy bonus minutes only on GTE HomeChoice plans with digital phones.

For first 4 months after activation date.
Enjoy bonus minutes only on GTE HomeChoice plans with digital phones.
should be seen and not heard. “Every day for more than 20 years,” the paper reported, “Grant children have been served by the same waitresses, Florence Fans. Most of the club members place no food on

dishes, but that is what she brings them, as well as ordered

which is now Florence be

come with their names. A

cathedral dinner at the tab

er tables.”

By 1985 the club was

unwittingly more interested in boosting the local econ

omy than in political dia

logue, hence Grant’s need. “This is the most Christ

ian present you could give

me,” Dwyer reportedly told

the backhanded crowd at the

Grant. “If you try to do

poorly good for the com

munity, you do good for

yourself. The best means

you can have are a lot of

friends. San Diego does not

ever see a thing. I owe ev

erything to San Diego. I am

a lucky man.”

If Mr. San Diego was

full of small-town schmaltz, he reflected his con

sciousness. Now, in Mr.

San Diego way, Harley E.

Kress, a “prominent dair
e” who had recently fini

ted two terms as moun

ter, from the glasses

der, Dwyer presented the

award to Kress and an

nounced, “In all these

years, including the night

he served as mayor, I have

never yet heard anyone say

an unkind word about

Harley Kress.” Kress had

actually been the target of

critics who accused him of

corrupt city projects as he

benefited his dairy business.

WE’VE EXPANDED!

DR. JEFFE.

BODY PIERCING

10 Off

Your Piercing! A’

Enjoy our biggest ever deal! We are the specialists in body piercing.

San Diego’s number 1 piercing studio - the largest selection of body jewelry in San Diego and surrounding counties.

OC & LA Voted #1 Piercing Studio

We Proudly Serve Alameda, 619-585-1858

Ocean Beach

Voted #2

Pacific Bell

Motorola

LS550

Bend PCS Phone Free

Ericsson

788

FREE
car adapter

FREE
hands-free system

FREE
2nd battery

Call us today: 619-271-1151
Gary A. Cohran, M.D.

4444 CONVY STREET #220 SAN DIEGO - 619/481-4431
Monday 10 am-9 pm · Tuesday 11 am-6 pm · Closed Sunday

Buy one PCS phone,

2nd PCS Phone Free*

FREE Voice Mail

FREE Activation

Sterneet Communication
Cagney, the story went, had been abandoned by a Chicago newspaperman called Jim Cagney, the weekly newspaper of Illinois newspapers he had assembled to help him campaign against the Governor. He had been urged, he said, to accept the offer and voted for the weakest boy, Harry, instead. Cagney had already been editor-in-chief of the newspaper he had inherited from his predecessors, including the Chicago Tribune and the San Francisco Chronicle.

Jim Cagney was a friend of Richard Nixon, and in the years since his death, he was frequently quoted as being the most important person in the country.

Cagney would have to see Nixon — who had been urging Cagney to “kick the city” — in honor of the burning of the city and the Tribune. Cagney pointed out, given that Nixon has seen California, his home state, by a murder attempt. He let the man who picked up the San Francisco Chronicle, Cagney told Nixon, in the News. Cagney would have to see California and any subsequent charge of picking up the man for another presidential try.

On the occasion of Cagney’s birthday, Mr. San Diego, his paper remained. He “was not a publican, but Nixon had been brought to life. He left his newspaper empire to the man he had found, his former secretary with whom he had a long affair while still in his first marriage. After being convicted of the newspaper, Cagney named him the son of what critics called the country’s most important man.

Stories circulated that Cagney was Smith’s mob man in Mexico.

Cagney was a friend of Richard Nixon, and in the years since his death, he was frequently quoted as being the most important person in the country.

Cagney would have to see Nixon — who had been urging Cagney to “kick the city” — in honor of the burning of the city and the Tribune. Cagney pointed out, given that Nixon has seen California, his home state, by a murder attempt. He let the man who picked up the San Francisco Chronicle, Cagney told Nixon, in the News. Cagney would have to see California and any subsequent charge of picking up the man for another presidential try.

On the occasion of Cagney’s birthday, Mr. San Diego, his paper remained. He “was not a publican, but Nixon had been brought to life. He left his newspaper empire to the man he had found, his former secretary with whom he had a long affair while still in his first marriage. After being convicted of the newspaper, Cagney named him the son of what critics called the country’s most important man.

Stories circulated that Cagney was Smith’s mob man in Mexico.

Cagney died of cancer in October 1975, just 11 days before his 70th birthday. His son, James W. Cagney, described the lifespan of a newspaperman as a 70-year affair. His newspaper empire was invaded by his former secretary with whom he had a long affair while still in his first marriage. After being convicted of the newspaper, Cagney named him the son of what critics called the country’s most important man.

Stories circulated that Cagney was Smith’s mob man in Mexico.
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Cagney died of cancer in October 1975, just 11 days before his 70th birthday. His son, James W. Cagney, described the lifespan of a newspaperman as a 70-year affair. His newspaper empire was invaded by his former secretary with whom he had a long affair while still in his first marriage. After being convicted of the newspaper, Cagney named him the son of what critics called the country’s most important man.

Stories circulated that Cagney was Smith’s mob man in Mexico.

Cagney died of cancer in October 1975, just 11 days before his 70th birthday. His son, James W. Cagney, described the lifespan of a newspaperman as a 70-year affair. His newspaper empire was invaded by his former secretary with whom he had a long affair while still in his first marriage. After being convicted of the newspaper, Cagney named him the son of what critics called the country’s most important man.
Rectangular Majesty

San Diego says: "Public buses are not a good mode of transportation," but then qualifies the remark by continuing: "If you're in a hurry or traveling farther than 10 miles." Oh, they might have added, if you have an extra $15 grand lying around for a car.

And the corner of Broadway and Fifth didn't look like a photo shoot for Land's End or Banana Republic either, on that cold December afternoon as I waited and waited for the number 7 bus, which, according to my MTS La Mesa/Downtown San Diego schedule, came by every 12 minutes. Now, 12 gets into 60 something like five times, and it was just about an hour that I had all to myself, not a worry in the world, to check out the comings and goings along that stretch of Broadway.

One of the inadvertent pleasures in life is getting stuck. We Americans have an appetite, perhaps even a native genius, for getting from point A to point B quickly and directly. We demolish mountainsides, tunnel under rivers, lay hundreds of miles of asphalt across the most productive soil on earth to meet that end. It's the American way. One has only to stand on Coronado's beach at sunset while the Navy SEALs prepare for nighttime maneuvers — attack jets, helicopters, transports, and surveillance aircraft racing overhead — to understand how intent we are in that way.

But one does get stuck, in spite of all SEALs and freeways and turbochargers notwithstanding. Broadway is as recommendable a place as any for carefully inspecting several square yards of sidewalk and all that clusters on top of and beside it. For instance, when I turn away from the street, a 180 degree-st, I find myself face-to-face — separated by plate glass, that is — with two wonderfully attractive young women, side by side, one very black, one very white, closely friends, sitting on stools, eating fried chicken, and staring back with a certain curiosity at the balding middle-aged man with his nomad and pen staring at them. I look up Louisiana Fried Chicken. I look down at the ladies. They look at me.

I love to watch a good-looking young woman eat. Forget it. It is not so much unseemly as aesthetic. It's simply one of my
These discounts are in addition to advertisers' printed offers.

Save hundreds of dollars with the Reader's Online Coupons!

Visit the Reader's Web site for more great deals! www.screader.com
Don't Flinch
Some writers are their stories. Steal them, and there's no one to answer the phone.

Review

Don't Flinch

Robert Schenkkan,aren't you the guy who wrote "The American Buffalo"? Didn't you win a Pulitzer Prize for it? I remember reading it in school and thinking it was pretty good. But I didn't think you were going to write anything like this.

Don't Flinch is a dark, satirical play about the Nixon administration and the Watergate scandal. It's a biting commentary on the corruption and hypocrisy of power, and the ways in which politicians can manipulate the media and public opinion to their own advantage.

I think you really captured the zeitgeist of the time. It's a timeless piece, and I don't think it will be out of date anytime soon. Keep up the good work, sir. You're a true master of your craft.
internationalCompute

Overheard in San Diego....Pleasure Valley $35.00

JAY ALIBI SANFORD, SUSAN CLINTON

"I was in a cab last night. They said I was pretty. I could make $500 dollars if I drove 30 miles and 30 percent going to his pockets.

"We got [named], a publicist, to do the marketing on the show. She said we'd be out there eight times and 30 percent going to his pockets.

"I was in a cab last night, and they said I was pretty. I could make $500 dollars if I drove 30 miles and 30 percent going to his pockets.

"We got [named], a publicist, to do the marketing on the show. She said we'd be out there eight times and 30 percent going to his pockets."
African Gods
In Barrio Logan

Lamson's been asked to move workshops from ten sites so far because someone complained.

Scenes from orange work with people who are hands down the best at what they do. "The Space" was a blast. Mark Lamson, restored door and the rest of you gave everyone an awesomely rad feel. A video in Barrio Logan for a good friend. There were scenes from orange work with people who are hands down the best at what they do. "The Space" was a blast. Mark Lamson, restored door and the rest of you gave everyone an awesomely rad feel.

Outdoor Concert and Camping on Mission Bay
Saturday Oct 9th • 12 noon - 11 pm
Robby Krieger
(Legendary guitarist from The DOOBES)

Wise Monkey Orchestra
With Black Moon of RAMBO and the other ones

Mike Keneally's Beer For Dowhies
Live: Keneally • Straw-Berry

Karl Denson's Tiny Universe
MacDamp Ons

On The 2nd Stage Between Sets
The Price Of Eggs • ODM • Black Bear White Band • scoop • Travel Aunts • Oliver

Compass on the Bay • ODM • Black Bear White Band • scoop • Travel Aunts • Oliver

Harvey American Drones
213 Third Ave • East San Diego
Full Service RV Parks
Private Beach, Pools, Spas, Dine In, Bay • fun • travel Agency • Oliver

Tickets $20 Per Day
For information contact

For reservations call 619-702-6400 www.harmonyonfifth.com
Red-Hot in a Small-Time Sort of Way

Tina is a shouter in the gospel tradition, with a fierce, raspy cackle that can sound as if she's in heat.

Tina Turner was, and probably still is, a woman who could be described as a "hot mess," in a good way. Her energy on stage is unmatched, and her voice can fill a room with emotion. She's known for her powerful performances, and her ability to connect with audiences. She's been a vocal activist for decades, and her music has inspired many. She's a true original, and her impact on music and culture is immeasurable.

Red-Hot in a Small-Time Sort of Way

Becky Tucker and her brother, Ken, are a fun-loving, down-home family from North Carolina. They've been playing together since they were kids, and their music is a reflection of their southern upbringing. They've been featured in several festivals and events around the country, and their sound has drawn comparisons to the likes of Aretha Franklin and B.B. King. Becky's powerful vocals and emotive playing make her a force to be reckoned with, and her brother's versatile guitar skills add to their dynamic sound. They're a must-see for anyone who loves soul and R&B music.

CONCERT SOUNDBOARD

Sponsored by TOWER RECORDS VIDEO BOOKS

200 MILES GETS YOU IN.

A night of live music, great food, and good times. Turn page for details.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, and Low Birth Weight.
**CONCERT SOUNDBOARD**


---

**FREE LINE**

Available at

---

**PÉCHANGA ENTERTAINMENT CENTER**

End of Summer Blues Festival 99

Sunday Oct. 17

The Robert Cray Band • Etta James

Little Feat

Joe Louis Walker & the Jokers

Little Chris & the Nightowers

Gates Open: 11:30 a.m.

Arts & Crafts

Festival of the Arts

Bring a Local Sheriff's Deputy. All Proceeds Will Benefit the American Red Cross.

---

**ALAN PARSONS**

TO SIGN HIS NEW CD THE TIME MACHINE

Borders welcomes Mimana recording artist Alan Parsons of the Alan Parsons Project to sign copies of his newest CD, The Time Machine.

The Time Machine On Sale at Borders Mission Valley for $15.99

---

**FREE ADMISSION FOR YOU AND A FRIEND WITH MARLBORO MILES**

---

**SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING**

Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fatal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.
THE DRUNKEN JERK.

STARRING

SUPPORTING ROLES

DON: The man who apologizes to the ones you've run into/spilled on/mouthed off to
RANDY: Cleans up your "accident"
JIM: The man who called you the cab
JERRY: The man who didn't call the cops after you threatened his life
BETTY: The woman who didn't hit you for that remark
TARA: The one who patronizes you while hoping you'll go away

— DRINK IN MODERATION, SPARE YOUR FRIENDS A LOT OF HEADACHES. A reminder from JIB.

Enjoy JIB like the responsible adult we know you are.
BEN HARPER
Burn To Shine
Ben Harper offers an eclectic mix of electric blues, acoustic and electric music, playful 70s arrangements and more.
13.99 CD

TONY BENNETT
Bennett Sings Ellington: Hot & Cool
Tony Bennett's glowing tribute to Duke Ellington, featuring a collection of swing, jazz and romantic ballads. Five bonus CD with purchase, while supplies last.
16.99 CD

OUR LADY PEACE
Happiness...Is Not A Fish That You Can Catch
Our Lady Peace release their musical vision to the mass market with their third album that explores their diverse spectrum.
13.99 CD

MUSICAL HEART...THE ALBUM
Various Artists
A melding of new sounds by some of pop music's biggest stars, from Pop/ultimate, The Rolling Stones, to Paul McCartney featuring new material including Pressure, and Dinner for Two. Features Jennifer Lopez and more stars.
13.99 CD

QUEENSRYCHE
Q2X
Queensryche builds on its legacy as one of hard rock's most prized and enduring forces with Q2X, their newest recording.
13.99 CD

HIROSHIMA
Between Black & White
Ty Wilson's hit single is a blend of the modern pop sound, performed by an internationally acclaimed pop group, a genuine cultural and emotional journey.
15.99 CD

STEVE TYRELL
A New Standard
Steve Tyrell joins a new spin on some of the greatest songs of all time.
13.99 CD

MUSE
Showbiz
An improvisational blend of entrance, dance, drumming, and sparse vocals, Showbiz is a chilly invasion album that lingered.
16.99 CD

MARCI ANTHONY
Marc Anthony
"He's in the Band..." - TIME MAGAZINE. Marc Anthony, The Right Man, Because In This Life It's "The Right Time."
13.99 CD

EVENTS:

NOW
Every White
The Commodores
Dead CD
16.99 CD
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"I made it to Florida with all seven children, ten birds, two cats and our dog. I never ran into a problem. I put 5,000 miles on our van in one week. All repairs were done great, and it shows."

—Chester Green, San Diego

12-MONTH OR 12,000-MILE WARRANTY
AAA-APPROVED REPAIR
4 ASE-CERTIFIED MASTER TECHNICIANS
8 ASE-CERTIFIED AUTOMOBILE TECHNICIANS
BRAKES • FRONT ENDS • ENGINES • ALIGNMENT
TOWING • COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CARE

CONVOY AUTO REPAIR
(858) 560-9131
WWW.CONVOYAUTOREPAIR.COM
SERVING KEARNY MESA FOR 23 YEARS!
2901 CONVOY ST
IN ABQ CONVOY AUTO CENTER
Mon.-Fri.: 7:30-5:30
Sat.: 7:30-4:00
PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
SAME DAY SERVICE
Financing Available O.A.C.
Checks accepted on approval
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Around Town

Fresh Air

Good Eatin'
ALL SOBE BEVERAGES ARE SPECIALLY FORMULATED TO UPLIFT THE MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT WITH EXOTIC TEAS AND JUICE BLENDS WHOSE HEALTH BENEFITS HAVE BEEN ENHANCED BY THE ADDITION OF HERBS, NUTRIENTS AND OTHER NATURAL SUPPLEMENTS.
Dicerro cuts an imposing figure, known for his muscular and charismatic presence, while wearing his security uniform. Asked about the worst aspect of his job, he says, "The fights. It's bad on certain nights. It's usually over jealousy. A lot of it breaks out on the dance floor. One guy, who was HIV positive, got beaten up and he got blood all over me and the other bouncer."

How did they know his HIV status? "He told us when he went to the hospital." It made me question whether it's worth working part time at a bar. But it can happen anywhere, you know? Occasionally a customer will want beer that there could be trouble. "I know everyone, and they know me and respect me, and they don't want me to be in trouble."

Intimidated by restaurant wine lists! Unsure what to bring to dinner parties? Set aside a couple of hours for a weekend evening or a Saturday afternoon tasting class. Head down the wooden stairs of the Wine Bar, through the maze of rooms tasting with offerings from Italy, France, and Spain. Peruse the extensive collection of vintage ports and liquid gold. Savor each on your way to the cozy tasting room in the back, where you'll take your seat at one of the group tables or belly up to the bar for a front-row view.

**FACTORY OUTLET SALE**

FREE INSTALLATION

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL $499

AUTO ALARMS

PASSIVE ALARM SYSTEM $699

ACTIVE ALARM SYSTEM $499

KENWOOD CASSETTE ON AMERICAN PRO INSTALL

PROFIYTO SATELLITE $199

CLARION CASSETTE

ORION AUDIO AMPLIFIER $79

ALPINE TUNER AND BOX $99

ADD TO ANY EXISTING CAR STEREOS $199

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL $199

FREE INTERNET PRINTING

FREE SCANNER FOR INTERNET FOR LIFE!

FREE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

PC TUNAUP $79

BREAST AUGMENTATION

LIPOSUCTION

- Breast Lift - Breast Reduction - Face Lift - Eyelid Lift - Eyelash Lift - Eyebrow Lift - Power Peel - Microdermabrasion - Physician's Choice - Skin Care Products

TAYLOR YOUR IMAGE WITH

COSMETIC SURGICAL ARTS

2642 Camino Del Rio South, Suite 100 (near Texas Street in Mission Valley) VISA - Mastercard - American Express - Discover - Financing plans available

619-293-3191

CALL NOW FOR A PRIVATE CONSULTATION
Dicemo cuts an imposing figure, appearing muscular — and chiseled even while wearing her security windbreaker. Asked about the worst aspect of her job, she says, "The fights. It's bad on certain nights. It's usually over jealousy. A lot of it breaks out on the dance floor. One guy, who was HIV positive, got beaten up and he got blood all over me and the other bartender."

How did she know his HIV status? "He told me when he went to the hospital. It made me question whether it's worth working part time at a bar. But I can't leave anywhere, you know?" Occasionally a customer will warn her that there could be trouble, "I know everyone, and they know me and respect me and they don't want me around them."

"ABOVE ALL COSMETIC SURGERY IS AN ART"
American Board of Plastic Surgery Certified. Dr. William Taylor has created beautiful new looks for over 30 years.

"BEST PLACE TO ENHANCE YOUR WINE KNOWLEDGE"
"THE WINE BAR ON THE SQUARE"
ATHERON 619-356-5607

Intimidated by restaurant wine lists? Unsure what to bring to dinner parties? Set aside a couple of hours for a Wednesday-evening or a Saturday-afternoon tasting class. Head down the wooden stairs of the Wine Bar, through the maze of rooms bursting with offerings from Italy, France, and Spain. Peruse the extensive collection of vintage ports and liquid gold Sauternes on your way to the cozy tasting rooms in the back, where you'll take your seat at one of the group tables or belly up to the bar for a front row view. Enjoy the convivial atmosphere — a mix of
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$150 EQUIPMENT REBATE ON A 2nd PCS PHONE FREE & THE GUARDIAN

Motorola 6000 FREE
Super slim Vibrating Phone
and get:
$150 for your old phone
2nd Lithium-Ion Battery
2nd PCS Phone Free!
Phone, Pager & answering Machine All in One

Motorola 2000 FREE
Super slim Vibrating Phone
and get:
$150 for your old phone
2nd Lithium-Ion Battery,
car adapter/leather case
2nd PCS Phone Free!
Phone, Pager & answering Machine All in One

Ericsson 788 FREE
Micro- Mini
4.4 oz.
Extra Battery
2nd PCS Phone Free!
Phone, Pager & Answering Machine All In One

Nokia 5190 FREE
150 REBATE
$150 REBATE

Nokia 6190 FREE
150 REBATE

FREE ACCESSORIES

Nokia 2190 Digital Phone FREE
and get:
$150 for your old phone
2nd vibrating battery
hands-free system
car adapter/leather case
2nd PCS Phone Free!
Phone, Pager & answering Machine All in One

Ericsson 388 FREE
150 REBATE

FREE ACCESSORIES

OEM “QUALITY” ACCESSORIES LIFETIME GUARANTEE - FREE EXCHANGE

Leather Cases $10
Car Adaptors $10
Lithium Batteries $39
Nickel Hydride Batteries $20
Double Stand-up Chargers $25
Hands-Free System $25

LOOK FOR THE GIANT PACIFIC BELL SIGN!

OUR PRICE WILL BE THE LOWEST OR IT IS FREE!

Premier Wireless
Palm Digital PCS
Authorized Agent

FREE ACCESSORIES

Digital 300 Minutes $24.95
Digital 600 Minutes $34.95
Digital 750 Minutes $49.95
Digital 900 Minutes $59.95
Digital 1500 Minutes $79.95
500 Night & Weekend Minutes $10 per month

Free delivery to your home or office

Pacific Bell
Palm Digital PCS
Authorized Agent

O PEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. 9 am-5 pm

3535 Camino del Rio West
(Save on the street from Jack in the Box and Dairy queen)

30 1 1999
of varicose veins and constipation is a common issue. Although the benefits of these procedures are well-known, it is important to consult with a professional to determine the best course of treatment.

**CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF PLASTIC SURGERY**

**A New Generation**

The boundaries are changing.

talented plastic surgeons who listen and understand your concerns.

specializing in all aspects of plastic surgery:
- **facial surgery**
- **breast surgery**
- **body contouring**

David Hargis, M.D. F.A.C.S.
Certified American Board of Plastic Surgery
American Society of Plastic Surgeons

619-223-4263
9234 Midway Drive, Suite 1007, San Diego

760-746-2775
4884 East Valley Parkway, Suite 211, Escondido

FINANCING AVAILABLE

---

**IN SAN DIEGO**

- **The Flame Zona Park Boulevard, Hillcrest 619-200-6092**

**BEST-TIPPED WAITRESSES**

The girls at Jimmy Love's are lovely and with a myriad of options in a corner that offers a perfect view of the harbor.

Don't add up very fast.

**Everything You Buy... Second Pair Free!**

**97% of People Do Not Need Corrective Lenses to Drive!**

Studies have shown that the vast majority of people who wear corrective lenses can have their vision enhanced or improved to "driving vision" or better! Now it is possible to live and play in San Diego without being encumbered by glasses or contacts.

**Alpha Laser Centers** has joined with Dr. Leventhal's stereotypic practice to bring this model laser correction center to San Diego. Visit our new center and watch through our glass walls as laser correction procedures are done. Learn about the procedure without pressure. Our multiple satellite locations make it easy to schedule an examination or get information.

**Meet Dr. Motwani**, who was brought to Alpha Laser Centers specifically because his work is now solely in the area of laser correction and because of his passion for refractive surgery. Meet Dr. Leventhal, the original optometrist, who over 21 years has used his savvy for marketing and service to build the most successful refractive practice in San Diego.

With our procedures, there are no surprise costs, hidden fees, extras, or short-lived guarantees. Financing plans are available to fit almost any budget. No down payment is required, with payments from $97 per month.

Both eyes are done on the same day and our patients drive, go to work, and continue most of their lives the next day.

Schedule a free consultation.

**619-293-2133**

**FINANCING AVAILABLE**

**ALPHA LASER CENTERS**

3680 Rosecrans • SAN DIEGO
No matter where you are...

Kobi Mo' Groove with Grammy winner Kobi Mo': The Brazilian blends the early traditions of samba music with the pop-funk stylings of James Taylor and Paul Simon.

Tap Dogs The international dance sensation that turned tap dancing upside-down. Tap Dogs has left dancers on stages around the world since its 1993 debut in Australia. No man in tight, leotards, rough and tough in blue jeans and shabby, this high-energy image of strictly a tap dancer pounds out their rhythm. This is a new take on an ancient dance style set to pulse-pounding contemporary music.

Nueva Compañia Tangueros Tango Buenos Aires style: five pairs of classic Tangos passionately dance the story of a man and a woman who fall in love at the tango hall. Featuring a live band.

The Vienna Choir Boys Heavenly harmony has made the Vienna Choir Boys world famous since their establishment by Empress playing in 1480. The 24 boys sing like angels with a penchant for precision.

Master Class Teresa McNelly's multiple Tony Award-winning play revolve around the story of Ani Fung, a woman in the world of opera. Maria Callas was considered a legend in her own time.

Don Giovanni Mozart's genius resides in his melodramatic opera about seduction, sex and revulsion. San Francisco Opera Theatre has earned praise for its lively performances, live singing and fresh production since its inception in 1967.

Spetulo Festival USA Chamber Ensemble A dynamic blend of the famed Spetulo USA chamber music series, the Spetulo Festival USA Chamber Ensemble features the talents of long-time friends Celine Song, soprano, Stephen Preston, harpist, Todd Potter and cellist. Andrés Díaz, the group is under the artistic direction of Charles Wadsworth.

Hal Holbrook in "Mark Twain Tonight" In association with Mike Mott Productions. The wit and wisdom of Mark Twain is as topical and relevant today as it was in the late 19th century. Actor Hal Holbrook's Tony and Emmy Award-winning show based on Twain's writings is as fresh today as it was when it debuted on Broadway 44 years ago. In this one man show, Holbrook continues to glean new insights into satire and wisdom from Twain's large body of work to delight audiences of all ages.

Spirit Spirit is the phenomenal PBS TV hit now on tour. Vast collection of Native American songs, chants and dances are part of this spectacular production. This is a celebration of heritage and the story of one person's search for renewal.

Carnegie Hall Jazz Band Before it was retro, swing was king! Furry trumpet, saxophone improvisations, cocky keyboards and pulsating percussion blew the Carnegie Hall Jazz Band into the rich past of Ellington-esque jazz.


You're always close to The Center! Just minutes north on I-15, exit Valley Parkway
"Housewife Reports
Astonishing 85-Lb. Weight Loss!"

My name is Carol Harper. I'm a homemaker and part-time personal
nurse given I lost 85 pounds. It
wasn't easy, but I'm healthy now.
I'm not a model, but I'm happy
and confident. I feel great. I can
run around all day now instead of
crashing down. I'm more patient
with my kids and more energetic.
I feel like a different person.

Complaints: I couldn't handle
weight gain and the constant
search for healthy foods. I was
ever satisfied with my looks.

Dramatic Results:
When my weight decreased, I
thought my health would
improve. I was wrong. My
health declined. I had to
resort to prescription
medication. I lost my
energy. I became
classed and had
trouble getting
up. I was
depressed.

Hypnosis Works:
Positive Changes Hypnosis
didn't make me lose
weight, but I did feel
better. I felt
weight loss

Pride and Joy
I am extremely proud of my
accomplishment. I can't wait
to tell everyone. I feel
better, stronger, and more
capable. I love myself!
Daewoo ranks #1 and #2 for "Best Value"

1999 Target Car Report released August 12th by AAA's largest affiliate, Auto Club of Southern California.

Nubira SX 4-door Wagon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Seating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nubira SX 4-door Wagon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.2L</td>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>4-door</td>
<td>$11,990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nubira SX 3-door Hatchback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Seating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nubira SX 3-door Hatchback</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.2L</td>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>3-door</td>
<td>$10,990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The major musical organizations in San Diego Go to a concert of the La Jolla Chamber Music Society in Sherwood Auditorium, or the San Diego Symphony at Copley Symphony Hall, or La Jolla Community Theatre at UCSD, or the Art Institute, or the Escondido Center for the Arts, and if a piano is on the program, Kalberg will have prepared it, conferring with the artist, and he will be seated in the hall, listening to the music and ready to make any adjustments needed. In recognition of his valuable services, the Chamber Music Society devoted a full page to Kalberg in their most recent program booklet.

BEST GENE POOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family History</th>
<th>Genealogy</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Death Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mormon Church has a better option for you. The church has established more than 2800 Family History Centers throughout the world, including a three-year-old facility in Mission Valley.

The Family History Center is open to everyone who wants to trace his history, and use of the facility is free. Located across the street from the Prender Truck Rental near Fairmount Avenue, the center is open 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and extended hours until 9:00 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays. Some pamphlets may be purchased, and the cost of printing copies is 5 cents per page. Beginners and advanced classes are offered at no charge. Enter through the doorway on the east side of the building.

BEST PLACE TO FIND FREE PARKING DOWNTOWN ON A SATURDAY NIGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Parking</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And free parking on Sundays, too! Just beyond the tourism

WORRY LESS ABOUT WIRELESS

With GTE Prepaid, you never have to worry about being hit with a big monthly bill. You can have complete control over your wireless spending. The 800 number is valid only in the United States. There are no activation fees and no time commitment. This service is available to all customers, not just prepaid customers. This means you can finally get a wireless phone and still get a good nights rest.

Call 1-800-5-X-6746.

VISIT A GTE WIRELESS CENTER OR PARTICIPATING AGENT TODAY

GT Wireless Centers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unpaid prepaid service expires in 30 days unless additional service is loaded before expiration. Roaming is not available with Prepaid. ©1999 GTE Wireless.
Relax & Restore Your Serenity

CalFarm’s No-Deductible Primary 45 Health Plan

Primary 45 plus features:

- $45 Co-Pay for 45-day supply of brand-name drugs
- Choice of Drugs
- Provider to choose your doctor or specialist

Choice of Hospitals

- Adult Preventive Care
- Inpatient and Outpatient Services

Check out these monthly savings:

- $10 off prescription
- $20 off surgery
- $30 off physical therapy
- $40 off office visits
- $50 off specialist visits
- $60 off ambulatory surgery

Monthly Cost $45 Co-Pay Plan:

Age: Physician Age: Hospital Age:

18-34: $19.40
35-54: $29.00
55+: $39.00

Call 24 hours a day,
7 days a week:

800-WORTH-IT

“T’ll Worth It!”

LASER VISION CORRECTION

Freedom to Be and Do More!

Call Toll-Free
1-(877) 753-9133

for your

Complimentary Consultation

To see if Laser Vision Correction is right for you.

www.sandiegoeye.com

Serving All of San Diego

50-down, interest-free and easy financing options available.

Why Do. Miller and THE EYE CENTER is Your BEST Choice:

- Fellowship Trained Center Specialist
- Board Certified
- Board of Ophthalmology
- San Diego’s Laser Vision Correction Expert
- Many procedures on site, no sedation
- Dr. Miller performs his own

Your EYES WILL SEE THE DIFFERENCE

CONTACT LENSES $69
The 10 best reasons to buy Wireless from Starnet

1. Lowest prices in town, guaranteed
2. Quality customer service
3. Free roaming in California and Nevada
4. Free voice mail
5. Free caller I.D.
6. Free built-in pager
7. Free limited warranty
8. Free car adapter
9. Free leather case
10. Free delivery to your home or office

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate Plan</th>
<th>Monthly Fee</th>
<th>Included Minutes</th>
<th>Additional Airtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital 600</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>600 min./mo.</td>
<td>30¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital 750</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>750 min./mo.</td>
<td>25¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital 900</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
<td>900 min./mo.</td>
<td>20¢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital 1500</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
<td>1500 min./mo.</td>
<td>10¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Terms and conditions apply. Airtime is subject to credit approval. Airtime for 600 min. plan is calculated based on the full monthly value of the plan. Additional Airtime is billed at the rate indicated for each minute of usage. Call for details.
**The Votes Have Been Counted...**

Best Sofa Values Under $500

- Chase $27
- Agony $427
- Art Deco $27
- Retro $97
- Riverside $27

Best Futon Sofa Beds Under $300

- Oak Benchwood Easy Chair $288
- Metal $288
- Vancouver $298
- Astro $248
- Dakota $218

Best Cool Items Under $100

- Bar Stool $28
- Cocktail Table $28
- 3-Panel Screen $28
- Breakfast Bar Set $28

**...Beach Sleep Furniture is the Best Place to Buy Furniture in San Diego!**

Best Assortment of Value-Priced Rustic Furniture

- Argentina Sleigh Bed $288
- San Francisco Open Bookcase $228
- Santa Cruz Armoire $228

Best Mattress Values on Namebrand Quality

- Broyhill Royal Luxury
- Thomasville Royal Luxury
- Columbia Luxury

Beach Sleep Furniture is now shipping merchandise throughout the United States through its subsidiary. If you have friends or family anywhere in the country, we can help them out right online!

BLACK FRIDAY SALE!!

Four Locations in San Diego County:

- **PACIFIC BEACH**
  - 1011 Grand Avenue
  - 619-274-4500

- **PACIFIC BEACH**
  - 1345 Gourmet Avenue
  - 619-274-4500

- **CARLSBAD VILLAGE**
  - 2787 State Street
  - 760-750-3700

- **SAN MARCOS**
  - 4025 Goldfish Street
  - 619-546-3377

Best Buy Through November 24th.

**Best Selection of Great Looking Bedroom Furniture**

**Best Assortment of Hard Packed Dining Room Sets**
It's Causing Havoc!
The Apparel Zone's Annual
Pacific Beach Warehouse SALE

$4.99
Trendy, hip clothes for women
from one of San Diego's most
popular retailers.

$7.99
Men's Jeans, Khakis, Cargo
Pants, Sweaters, Shirts, T-shirts,
shorts, jackets from your
favorite retailer in the mall.

$5.99
Great selection of clothing
for kids of all ages from
the bio-bottoms Catalog.

It's bigger than a hurricane, better than winning the lotto. It's the Apparel Zone's Annual Pacific Beach Warehouse Sale. Beginning October 27th. It's the selling before, during, and after clothing from your favorite retailers and nothing is priced over $7.99! Don't be left behind because the "Shopping Event" only blows into town once a year.
A star-studded October!
Out-of-this-world author signings:

Louisa May Alcott
The Territorial Express
Saturday, October 31, 2009
8:30 PM

John DeLancie (Star Trek)
Soldier of Light
Star Trek, L.Q.
Tuesday, October 13, 7 PM

Greg Rocks
Shooting at Midnight
Thursday, October 16, 7 PM

B.A. U. S. H.
Star Wars: Vector Prime
Friday, October 23, 8 PM

Kevin J. Anderson and Bria Barlent
Dune House Services
Friday, October 16, 2 PM

James Gurney
Dinosaur! First Flight
Sunday, October 18, 7:30 PM

Wendy and Brett Whirlwind
with Brian福
A Midsummer Night's Far Side
Friday, October 24, 7 PM

Barry S. Biggs
The Reckoning
Saturday, October 18, 3 PM

Your Local Authorized Dealer:

Kearny Mesa: 4240 Coronado Street
585-569-0777
El Cajon: 776 Fletcher Parkway
619-441-0944
Poway: 13445 Poway Road
858-679-0758

The unique Triple X Program provides owners with an extended warranty period, an exchange program and extra protection should your detachable facade unit ever get stolen.

3-year warranty $259 Installed* $399 Installed*

The Best Products
The Best Price
The Best Protection

www.triplexprogram.com

A service performed by an authorized Mobile 99 dealer.
Some vehicles may register more than one type and have.

On one wouldn't think Ocean Beach, with its body-piercing par-
Lors, head shops, and
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It seems nothing is untouched by the yuppy virus — look what they did to coffee, for Pete’s sake (and if anyone were to consciously rebel and order a plain cup of joe in protest against all the nonsense, that would be even sillier — self-consciousness is what started this whole thing). Four-wheel-drive have suffered a similar fate, being fetishized and luxuriously self-parody and remained slick. But the real advances have been gnostic, as if every thing the boomers are while growing up needed to be re-issued in an improved form — olive oil, pizzas, breads, bounce, ice cream.

Domest misfit at the greatest touch. They are not fashion food; they are dough boiled in fat. But there is still a difference between domes and not merely of freshness, though that is crucial. The domes at Donut Touch are

WIFE WANTED
MISMATCHED COLORED SEWING MACHINES
NEW 1998 PFAFF FREE ARMS
1064 due to a sight color mismatch. Craft that sounds
like a malapropism.

If just餐饮 for sale in the public a
Now that having
doing away with
Three sewing

SAVING

CV BOOTS
$29.99
As low as
BELTS
$21.95

FREE INSPECTION & LIFETIME GUARANTEE ON SOME TOO

VALVES
$99.00

COMPLETE AXLES
$89.00
When warranty

BRakes
 Guarantee
 LOWEST
 PHASE

FREE OIL CHANGE

FACTORY SCHEDULED SERVICES

FREE TOWING WITH MAZDA REPAIR (10-MILE RADIUS) NO COUPON REQUIRED JUST MENTION THIS AD.

ALL WORK PERFORMED BY THE BEST ASE CERTIFIED MECHANICS.
THE BEST SELECTION
50,000 VHS Movies, General, Disney, Adult and big DVD selections

THE BEST PRICES
VHS Movies 99c Each or 5 for $4.50 Great Deals on DVD!

THE BEST CASH SUPPLY
Big Money Paid for VHS, DVD and Laser Discs

THE BEST STAFF
Helpful and Informed Employees

THE BEST CUSTOMERS
You! And Thousands of Satisfied Movie Fans!

MOVIE TRADER

fantastic — dense pastry, perfect crust, quality toppings. Though the raised texture is far from dense, it is still more substantial than most other raised donuts, more flavorful, more transporting to that average guy's paradise. Also Offset see the old-fashioned. Donut Touch doesn't reoriented dome-making, but they have perfected it.

BEST ICE CREAM CONE
0.900150
CRESCENT
1625 ORANGE
AVENUE
CORONA
909-225-2423

Approaching Montmorency, the aroma of warm waffle cones wafts into your nostrils. Enter and you'll see that these cones were born on a waffle iron dripping with batter. Next you'll have the challenge of choosing a flavor or two: no easy feat. Montmorency's ice cream contains real fruit, real vanilla, and (for the chocolate aficionado) real Guittard chocolates. Montmorency's employees are a happy and patient lot. First-timers should start with a small waffle cone stuffed with two gigantic scoops. That'll be two bucks.

AMBROSIA COENZYMIE

Advances in science provide new treatments. Changes in lifestyle and life itself through aging and oxidative stress decrease our own enzyme production.

Coenzyme Q10 is an essential element for anti-aging and pigmentation.
The skin will feel light, smooth and soft.

For a limited time purchase one 6.8 fl. oz. Q10 Cleanse and receive one 6.8 fl. oz. Q10 Toner FREE.
A $70 value for only $35

OWN YOUR OWN
MUSEUM-QUALITY
Canvas Reproductions
(As seen in the Paris Hotel in Las Vegas)

For a limited time purchase one 6.8 fl. oz. Q10 Cleanse and receive one 6.8 fl. oz. Q10 Toner FREE.
A $70 value for only $35

FACIALS • BODY TREATMENTS • STRESS RELEASE • PREGNANCY MASSAGE
SPECIALTY TREATMENTS • CONSUMER SEMINARS • GIFT CERTIFICATES

PENNAGRAPHY ART
415-885-0900
Why Be Bald for the Millennium?

Have Hair Again!

Our non-invasive hair graft technologies require no daily maintenance, no special treatments, no doctors, surgery or pain!

From Folligraft to GHT to the Micro?
only Dermatex offers next century’s hair replacement advancements today!

Why settle for less while paying more?

Clients of other ‘clubs’ and ‘centers’ are invited to experience the Dermatex Difference

Dermatex

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ONE-ON-ONE CONSULTATION
1-800-925-1999

---

How do you find a trusted auto mechanic?

Start with a repair center approved by the Auto Club of Southern California.

SAMCO needs to Scientific Automotive Maintenance Company. SAMCO is an AAA approved repair center, as well as a member of the American Service Exchange and the Better Business Bureau. We offer you the high-quality service, which means good, honest service to you. SAMCO is #1 in customer satisfaction. To be the best, you need to have the best technicians and equipment. SAMCO technicians are certified by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence. They have passed comprehensive written exams and have met or exceeded required expectations. SAMCO technicians do their best right the first time. SAMCO can service and repair all makes and models, in addition to motor homes and commercial vehicles. We can check your car, test. We are Gold Shield Certified Test and Repair Stations. SAMCO is completely equipped with state-of-the-art equipment including computerized engine analyzers, dynamoscopes, scanners and brake and alignment equipment. We put every vehicle we work through a 20-point visual safety inspection. Before a long trip... before you buy a used car... before you sell your car... get a thorough diagnosis from SAMCO.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPUTERIZED ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living proof of its capability...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now you can have your own private diagnostic center. Check system with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICE PRAGMATIC WORKSHOP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIMING BELT SERVICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete set of belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes replacement,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/C &amp; power steering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioners are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintained, accurately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Air &amp; power steering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUEL INJECTION SERVICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Includes new part only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $34.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 FOR $29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUMPER-TO-BUMPER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30K/60K/90K FACTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINTENANCE TUNE-UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMOG INSPECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

S.A.M.C.O.
Scientific Automotive Maintenance Company, Inc.
7835 Armor St, (1 Block South of Balboa Ave.) * (858) 565-7935
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Service available in some areas.
Tyler's bakes pies daily. Apple pie with fresh apples, peach pie, cheddar pie, pecan cheese cake (prepared with buttermilk and cream cheese). Lemon meringue is prepared on request with 24 hours notice. Baker Maria Zanata, a graduate of the Gourment School of Baking, not only loves baking but loves decorating. Special order a cheddar pie and she'll add the famous star of Texas to the crust. Other pies are topped with pastry ingredients of the fruit within. Zanata will bake any pie to your specifications if you call in advance. You can give her your recipe or she will use her own. Her butter-flour crust recipe comes from one of Tyler's grandmothers. Pies by the slice are available, though they often run out during the overnight hours.

CUSTOM FRAMING

Any picture or print up to 12" x 16" in a black frame is $29.99.

AZTEC GRAPHICS

Prints, Posters, Frames

Hillcrest • 4800 7th Avenue • 619-299-1783
Pacific Beach • 1429 Garnier Avenue • 619-275-7100

BEST BREAD BAKERY

• BREAD & CIB 200 UNIVERSITY AVENUE MILLENNIUM 619-552-9112

One size of plain white bread or one econo. One size of four cheese or Mediterranean herb or raisin-rasini. But mention most go to a simpler loaf, one baked this morning, but possessing a character centuries old. No plastic packaging. Its hard crust should firm if not chewed tautly: it should crunch when insular meet and compress the flaky quarter-inch thick layers of gluten that make up the loaf's interior. A simple, durable loaf with a short life. That describes Bread and Cib's French white bread, a craggy, crust-colored loaf scored with flour in a shape approximating a Queenie bun. They bake it Monday through Saturday and sell it for $2.85.

BEST CHILDREN'S RESALE

• ART FOR KIDS 2900 LA MESA BOULEVARD, LA MESA 619-696-2906

You've just found out your first child is a boy. Setting celebratory, you trip over to the Baby Gap and drop $30. That gets you a costume, a one-piece outfit, and two hats. It's not long before you're persuing more. The crib, the changing table, clothes, and many of baby's toys— all resale. When you buy new, it's with gift money. When asked, "Why resale," you reply, "We bought our stroller at Kid's Warehouse for $100. On a recent trip to Act II, we saw the same stroller, in great condition and better colors, for $90. We bought our car seat now at Kid's. It is for $75. Act II has car seats, in a wide range of styles and colors, for $10 to $25. On something like that. The store offers almost everything a parent could need, for a fraction of the cost of new. From diaper genies to clothes (casual to formal) to toys, they have it. Baby paraphernalia galore. Looking back, you try not to imagine what your $250 would have gotten you.

BEST RENT-A-COPS

• OFF-DUTY OFFICERS 1469 REGIS RD, HUNTINGTON BEACH 268-577-3781

• BORDERS POLICE PARLORS 2900 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, NORTH PARK 619-283-2806

The two big boys with the best gags and the most experiences are infalible and Elite (from $16 per hour per guard). If you scale and budget
With more than 50 locations, it's your best local coverage.
The most important things to look for in a tattoo parlor are the criminal records of the employees. If the guys doing the ink have gotten out of jail within the last six months, or are about to go to jail (easier to tell than you might think — if he offers you drugs, he's a good candidate), then those are the dudes to go with. They've had time to perfect and hone their craft, whereas the purdies and even less worthy proletarians are usually the last guys you want practicing their Deputy Dog on your ass cheek. Don't even go near the AA and NA recovery cases...their hands shake. Technically, the best work in town nowadays is done at Driller's, but we recommend going with career criminals whenever possible.

Best Place to Avoid Bunions
○ TIPE SHOES
921-330 AOM
KINGSTON
916-502-7414

You're a mom, a teacher, a nurse, or someone with sore feet and a backache. You've heard that a good pair of shoes will take a long way toward solving both problems, but you don't want to take out a loan to get them. Tiki Shoes on the corner of Adams and Edgewood in Kensington is your solution. It's a tiny shop in a strip mall, and the family that owns it runs it with the same care and excellence as their previous ventures. They claim this cut overhead costs, which makes the price of each pair of shoes at least $10 less than you'd pay in department stores. Comfort is the common denominator in all the shoes Tiki offers, and the owners say they're focusing on carrying the latest styles and brands — Clarks, Diba, and Caterpillar — and fewer "old-lady shoes."

Best Striking Pets
○ REPTILE HAVEN
833 NORTH COAST HIGHWAY
OCHEMISO
760-732-4985

Tired of the same old red-nailed boxes and Basset prairie dogs? Reptile Haven carries everything from Dumer's mountain kingsnakes ($79) to emerald tree boa ($550) to Sumatran blood pythons ($119). You need lizard? They've got long-tailed geckos for 87, Australian bearded dragons for $39 to $149, and a scabies Mabu number listed for $750, along with Polkandes frogs, iguanas, and a wriggling army of snake enthusiasts.

San Diego's Most Wanted
[For Quality, Service & Low Prices] Reward! Give Us a Call!

No Coupons Necessary, Just Mention This Ad. Brake & Axle Timing belts Oil Change, Full Automotive Repair

10th Anniversary Specials!
30/60/90K Service $399!*

Brake Special...$49*
Includes regular bleeding of all brakes, jacking the car, and checking the master cylinder. Front and rear brakes, rotors and pads. Inspection, brake cables, lines and hoses. Additional parts extra.

Maintenance Tune-ups...$24*
Oil change, check rotors and front pads, front wheel bearing check, tire rotation, C.V. boot check, tire condition.

Radiator Service...$24*
Cooling system check, refrigerant leak check, coolant flush and fill, air conditioning service, working A/C.

Brake Special...$49*
Includes regular bleeding of all brakes, jacking the car, and checking the master cylinder. Front and rear brakes, rotors and pads. Inspection, brake cables, lines and hoses. Additional parts extra.

Maintenance Tune-ups...$24*
Oil change, check rotors and front pads, front wheel bearing check, tire rotation, C.V. boot check, tire condition.

Radiator Service...$24*
Cooling system check, refrigerant leak check, coolant flush and fill, air conditioning service, working A/C.

Computerized Alignment...$24*
Throat Angle 4°-6° P.W. Alignment 4°
Wheel Change for front, coupon for 4 wheel Alignment. Discount honorarium. 15% on computerized alignment. 10% on new parts.

Complete Axle...$99*
This Says Monroe Sensitro, Gabriel or KVB

The promise of digital photography...fulfilled

The Canon Power Shot A90
• 3.1 Megapixels
• 2.5x optical zoom
• 3.2x digital zoom
• LCD monitor (2.5"

The Canon Power Shot Pro70
• 3.4 Megapixels
• 3.5" LCD monitor
• 1/2.3"CCD sensor

2.0 Megapixels
• Multi mode: Burst Mode, Macro Mode, movie comp, includes Canon 1 year limited warranty.

7720 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037, 858-459-7355

San Diego Independent
Infini, Lexus & Acura Service Specialist
(Our technicians are dealership trained.)
Better service.
Better prices.
Free inspections.
Call for a price quote today!

Jerry Tucker's
All Import Service
858-573-1118
11th Annual Gem Fair
Gems, Jewelry, Beads, Crystals
December 12 and 13, 1999
9455 Research Center Drive, San Diego, CA 92121-2540

GEM FAIR
GEMS JEWELRY BEADS CRYSTALS
11th Annual Gem Fair
Gems, Jewelry, Beads, Crystals
December 12 and 13, 1999
9455 Research Center Drive, San Diego, CA 92121-2540
NEW YEAR'S EVE IN THE GASLAMP... 
Southern Style 
San Diego's Premier Jazz Club presents 
SUPPER CLUB 2000

MAYO, aficionados gather at the downtown nove for the procession sashmay (sacred). Everybody is there, from the mayor to Miss Tijuana to real narrators. First, of course, there is the beer, the margaritas, the long tables, the leather, the best mariachis, even a few speeches. Then, around four, the trumpet sounds. You troop into the arena itself. And if you still have enough Hemingway in you, you'll accept a cape, step through the door of the ring, and wait...the black bullet. A towyear-old female calf. Like you, she's here to test her courage. If she is hurt, if she fantasies, you will be selected to mother-fighting bulls. Remember, your territory is the center. Don't back off. Move forward. Shake the cape (okay, it's probably already shaking). Wait till her little black eyes catch yours...and...
WHOOSH!

BEST PLACE TO LEARN THE QUERBANDITA

JUKE JOINT CAFE

SUPPER CLUB 2000

JUKE JOINT CAFE

SEVILLA

Be a Part of the Sevilla Experience...

619.233.5979
Where the hottest girls and guys come to get wild!

Wednesday • Drink! Drink! Drink! • $1 Wells & no cover charge!

Thursday • College Night • $1 Wells • $2 U-Call-It
• Ladies and college students with ID get in FREE!

Friday & Saturday • 93.3 Super Dance Party with DJ Nico
• $2 Wells • Ladies get in for free all night! • After hours until 4 am
• SAN DIEGO'S BEST HAPPY HOUR!

FAMOUS COMPLIMENTARY BUFFET ON FRIDAY!

Upcoming shows:

October 1—Singles Bash '99

October 5—Kevin Zinger's
• SPH! Birthday Party featuring
• Kottonmouth Kings & special guest

October 9—Comedy n' Singles Mixer
• with Zooroom

October 15—Tha Alkaholiks

October 22—Black Eyed Peas

October 26—Phunk Junkee, Dial 7

October 31—Doug E. Fresh

October 31—San Diego's Wildest Halloween party!

San Diego's largest multi-million-dollar hot spot!

• 10,000 square feet of dance floor!
• Alternative Rock, Funk, Hip-Hop and Reggae
• State-of-the-art 100,000-watt sound system and laser light show
• Tim bar, smoking patio and water & fire show in the Lava Room
• Dressed to the nines and eager Go-Go dancers

Open all night!

The World Famous
JUNGLE LIVE

Live music, dancing and cheap drinks. As heard on the Howard Stern Show!

3595 Sports Arena Boulevard
818.221.6800

Free parking at North Horton Plaza
Jungle Live Info: 221-6800

Special thanks to the bands for bringing us these young guns:

The Alkaholiks, Black Eyed Peas, Phunk Junkee, Kottonmouth Kings, Zooroom, and more.

HAVE
DINNER
WITH
MS. RIGHT
(Breakfast is optional.)

As a member, you'll meet other single men and women, enjoy great food and establish new friendships, love connections and lasting relationships. We schedule dinner parties, cocktail buffets, dinner dances, special events, group travel and much more.

Call us today.

Single Gourmet
619.566.9900
www.singlegourmet.com

swing/jitterbug, set to Mexican border music. The men literally throw the women around in a display of machismo that doesn't break any mirrors. Don't worry if the songs have incredibly graphic tales of bandits, drug runners, and murder running through them. Drug dealers are the bandit heroes of today. Bad people, but a little romantic.

Men, be sure to wear your 10-X Stetson and snakeskin boots. The ladies will judge you by what you wear as much as how you dance. Getting in on a Friday and Saturday night costs 50 pesos (around $5) for hambre, 42 pesos ($4).ippers. And don't bring your knives along. They've got some rusty Mexican cops doing night duty here.

BEST PLACE TO
SEE UGLY
AMERICANS

Gringos herreños are easy to find in any of the bevy of nightspots along Avenida Revolución. Recruiters at the doors try to sell in

The Moulin Rouge, Paris, France, 1899


North County Sports Dome (formerly Leo's)
Best Sports Viewing in North County!

- Big-screen satellite & Direct TV
- We have all the games: NFL, NBA, MLB, EFL, boxing, soccer plus much more!
- HBO®, ESPN®, & Cartoon Network
- 36 TVs for all games (all sports games at once)
- Happy Hour 4-7 pm Tuesday-Friday
- Happy hour drink specials!
- Huge outdoor smoking patio with TV

Papa Jack
Gaslamp
5 Venues, 1 Location, Always in Style.

509 4th Ave. 619.566.7272 DOWNTOWN NEXT TO THE HORTON GRAND HOTEL

Restaurant
Nightclub
Marlin Lounge
Piano Bar
Smoke Shop
Private parties
Banquets
the unsuspecting for two-for-one beers or "free" margaritas at Tequila Sunrise.但是在Tiki's, FX, Safari, Vive, Caves, and Margarita Village, the scene at Escape stands above all in this regard because of its College Night deal. Every Wednesday, a ten-dollar entrance fee buys you all the drinks you want or can handle. The dance floor topography at Escape also lends itself to smashed people watching Co-go style platforms attract drunken gringos who invariably tumble, hitting the floor with a dull thud audible above the music.

**Body Piercing**
San Diego Premiere Body Piercing Studio

**Best Place to Have a 70's Flashback**
- **Jason's Nightclub**
- **200 W. Market Blvd.**
- **Point Loma**
- **619-253-0040**

Jason's in Point Loma gives baby boomers the best 3-D flashback -- lookalike impersonators, bands reproducing the sounds that came out of the 8-track in your parent's Gremlin. Pink Floyd, Pink Floyd, Pink Floyd, Roundabout (Yes), Escape (Boston), Atomic Punks (Van Halen), the Purple

**The Best Party in the Gaslamp**

Don't take the title too literally.
Nine Inch Nails has just released "The Fragile." And if you know Trent like we know Trent, you can bet it's anything but. With two full discs of new material, including "The Fragile," in one sitting could break you, so hit up Lou's "Best Record Store." If anyone asks you, that is.
Some Under-18 Venue

The loss of the Soul Kitchen and the Rocket Ranch in El Cajon caused East County youths to migrate toward Bay Park's SOMA, one of the last remaining places where the Chula Vista area could catch live bands. When Leon Paul abandoned SOMA, the new owners found they couldn't afford to bring the work-out venue up to city code standards. Local ordinances prohibiting underground dancing (a shades of Flashdance?) threatened to close down the Rocket in University Heights. At some point, they have to decide whether they want to turn the Rocket into a so-called "suitable" venue. Or, as original owner Alan Mintor, "They can't just say, 'Ah, they draw drugs and gang.' They've got to have some proof of that. They'd be easier pressed to come up with information that public dances or concerts venues draw child molesters. If they've got some tests to back that up, that would be beyond bizarre." Young people attending the weekly and biweekly dances jostling to live music by a variety of local and national swing acts.

Best Bit 'O' The Olde

A Unique Experience!

Live Music Unplugged

Wednesday - Sunday

Five Confessional & Pablo the Cowboy

in a small atmosphere. You'll call this your home away from home!

CALYPSO CAFE

INTERNATIONAL ENTRANCE

22 North Highway 101 • (619) 487-3007

"San Diego's Premier Supper Club"

October 6-8-10
First Anniversary Weekend Celebration!

Harmony • George Gee

The Most Unique Dining Experience in San Diego

Live Entertainment, Nightly Jazz - Swing - Blues - Cabaret

The Best Selection

One Million New and Used CDs!

The Best Prices

"8" Used CDs

(5" Every 3rd CD)

The Best Cash Supply

We Pay the Most Cash for CDs!

The Best Locations

16 Stores - One in Your Neighborhood!

Music Trader

The Oldest Used CD Store in the Planet!

www.music-trader.com

Best Bit 'O' The Olde
As a member, you'll meet other single men and women, enjoy great food and establish new friendships, meaningful connections and lasting relationships.

We schedule dinner parties, cocktail buffets, dinner dances, special events, group travel and much more.

Call us today.
WITHOUT A PASSPORT

SEVILLA
855 FIFTH
ATWATER
GASLAMP
QUARTER
619-231-9575

Sometimes after 9:00 on a Thursday night, before the musicians set berselfs against the restaurant's south wall, before the strumming Flamenco guitar begins, Sevilla offers its patrons another country. Diners sit amid rustic wood furnishings and bullfighting posters and hota bags hanging from the saffron and persimmon walls. Tourists, locals, young and old, many speaking other tongues, nibble on sidr y salo de tomate con pan (albac) and Andalusian tomato sauce served with fresh bread and sip from pitchers of fruity, plum-colored sangria. As the guitar duo Javid begins to play, everyone listens but no one quite stops talking. While the musicians balance classic Flamenco guitar's passionates rhythms with more lyrical implications (something akin to Gipsy Kings) it is possible to continue sampling, sipping, and conversing yet still feel transported. Though the Gaslamp traffic noise will bring you back to San Diego, the lilting guitars glide between background to foreground, root the moment en Espa

1999 BEST THEATER YEAR OF THE '90s

San Diego's last great theater year was 1988. The San Diego Rep's Red Noon, directed by Sam Woodhouse and Jan Wiseman, and the Old Globe's Casablanca, directed by John Hirsch, both monumental productions, headed a season in which even the misses — like the La Jolla Playhouse's 80 Days, attempted excellence. Nineteen-ninety-nine is the best theater year we've had since '88. Maybe it's the millennium. Maybe it's a resurrected urge to get beyond the safe and commercial. In either case, we're having a theater renaissance. The Old Globe opened its season with Floyd Collins, a musical about a man trapped in a Kentucky cave. Scott Fielder returned to Sedgehammer Theatre and directed a version of Sam Shepard's True West so realistic it felt surreal. Sean

Blind Melons

The Best in Blues, Rock, Jazz, Reggae, Funk, Soul and whatever else we can make work!

The Mississippi Mudsharks
Willie Jaye
"The Texas Hurricane"
Tome Court
Billy Thompson
Robbin Henkel
Blonde Bruce
Michele Lunden
& Blues Streak
Barney Roach, Blues Jam
Mr. James Cotton
Mr. Jerry Hall
Mr. Junior Wells
Mr. Billy Branch
Dennis Davies
Chubby Carrier
Kenny Neal
Tommy Castro
Coco Montoya
Lucky Peterson
Elyde's Ride
The B-Side Players
Soulcracker
Big Mountain
Wise Monkey Orchestra
Zuba
Rub-A-Dub
Hot Chicken Stew
Ptoomy's "The Candybar"
Greg Osby
Jason Moran
Mark Shimm
Eric Sardinas
Chris Butler
The Kinsey Report
Superunloader
Elvin Bishop

"Leave your gold chains at home!"

Come see that's not enough, we actually have too many great musicians and bands to list, plus DJ's, comedy every Sunday, wild tour legs and more!

FOR NEARLY 10 YEARS, THE BEACH HAS BEEN THE BEST IN LIVE MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT - 7 NIGHTS A WEEK!

710 CARNEGIE AVENUE, PACIFIC BEACH • 858-483.7844
Open noon-1am • 7 days a week • Full bar • $11 and over
www.blindmelons.com
COME UP TO THE DOWNS FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE 2000!

Enjoy a six-course meal, dancing until 1 am, keepsake photo and frame, keepsake champagne bottle and party favors! $120 per person (tax & tip included).

Please call for reservations.

THE RAVI SHANKAR FOUNDATION PRESENTS

A rare concert of afternoon Ragas with RAVI SHANKAR Anoushka Shankar

The performance will be held at the famous Sheraton Grand Pacific hotel. Doors open at 6:30 PM. Showtime is at 7:30 PM. Tickets are $50 each.

Saturday, Oct. 9, 1999
3:00 p.m.

The Largest selection of eyewear in Southern California

"Best Place to Buy Sunglasses"

Over 7,000 of the latest fashion frames!

SAN DIEGO MAGAZINE
live performers. The biggest vacuum in the San Diego theatre scene is not seen for work by local playwrights. Thanks to Scriptwriters and the Young Playwrights Project and Actors Alliance — San Diego institutions all — and some theaters, play can receive staged readings. But rare is the work that gets a full mounting, where the author can see and hear the script "brought forth," as Shakespeare said. For the last six years, only the Fritz Theater has filled this gap. The Fritz Blitz of New Plays, held each summer, stages full productions of new work. Over a six-week period, the Fritz offers between 13 and 16 plays and runs over 100 theater artists (directors, actors, designers) in the process. On an average year, the theater reads 150 submitted scripts. This year, owing to the popularity of the project, the Fritz management read over 150 original works.

BEST COSTUME SHOP
JOEY & MARIA'S
2010 Grand Avenue
Coronado CA 92118
1-800-944-JOEY

Nominated "Best Recording" by the 1999 San Diego Music Awards

SLUKA
2878 30th Street
San Diego CA 92109
619-293-1600

Just like being there!

Jaime Valle
Voted Best Local Musician 1999

Build your own Burger S2.99
Lobster Tacos $1.99
Mexican Fiesta (Call for details)
All-U-Can-Eat Spaghetti $5.95
$2.00 U-Call-It Drinks (Thurs: P.B. & Sun: L.J.) Nightly Drink Specials

Polaris Beach
Live Entertainment (Call for weekly updates)
2 Big Screens - 45 TV Monitors
Outdoor Patio Dining
909 Prospect St. Tel. 454-9664
832 Garnet Ave. Tel. 483-0550
the actors — working on 20 sewing machines. Led by Stacy Sinnott, head of the shop, and Errol Helton, head "costume," they do outstanding work. The Globe's recent Cymbeline had 40 costumes, but the actors made 90 costumes. For a tour show, say, in the Cajun Carter, the shop creates 10 costumes. For Richard III and Henry IV and for its current Merry Wives of Windsor, the shop produced 110 different costumes. It's no wonder that first-class costume designers are regulars at the Old Globe Theatre.

BEST THEATER TRAINING PROGRAM

- UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO THEATRE, STUDIO THEATRE, MANUEL NOYES CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

- U.S. News & World Report ranks UCSD's, training program the third best in the country. A behind-the-scenes, devoted to teaching and to hands-on theatre work. Students learn all aspects of theater, from acting and design to voice. (Ursula Meyer), assistant (Charlie James), head (Bob Barr). And singing (Linda Victorson). Many faculty members have Tony awards. Chris Perry, the lighting instructor, has been for The Who's Tommy and Not About Nightingales — and should win a third time when Jane Eyer hits Broadway. The school has a tremendous physical plant, and with recent innovations to Galen Hall, it will soon have a new theater and rehearsal facilities. UCSD also enjoys a loyal support organization, "Friends of the Theater," and a collaboration with the La Jolla Playhouse, which shares the Mandel Weiss Center for the Performing Arts with UCSD and which includes UCSD students, undergraduates and graduates, in its summer productions. More than 500 students audition for UCSD's theater training program each year.

BEST CIVIC LIGHT OPERA COMPANY UNDER A FLIGHT PATH

- STARRLIGHT MUSICAL THEATER

- ROCK 105.3 Presents

WHO CAN QUALIFY?

- Must Audition and submit a tape of your best performance, either a CD or DVD. Discs of two songs per submission. Songs may submit up to 2 tapes with an additional $25 for each submission. The tape must include a resume and a description of your background, including your hobbies, interests, and interests.

WHEN AND WHERE?


- A panel of judges from the local industry will select acts in advance to the semi-final and final spots in December, 1999.

- All auditions must be in by December 15, 1999.

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?

- The 3 finalists will appear in a final spot and open for a national music act.

How do you enter?

- Send your registration form and 2 auditions along with a resume and tapes. The tape must include a resume and a description of your background, including your hobbies, interests, and interests. The tape must include a resume and a description of your background, including your hobbies, interests, and interests.

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: October 11, 1999

For more information call:

(619) 557-1234

End after your call.

You need to include a tape with your entry, plus a resume and description of your background, including your hobbies, interests, and interests. The tape must include a resume and a description of your background, including your hobbies, interests, and interests.
YOUR ONE-STOP PARTY VENUE IN P.B.

BIG SCREEN TV'S
40 TVs! 200 inches & 10,000 square
40+ TV MONITORS!

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Happy Hour throughout the game
with 91X Guest DJs & Giveaways

12.00 Bloody Marys &
Champagne/Mimosa Specials
Served from 9:00am Saturday & Sunday

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 4-8pm
(Sunday, 4pm til 6pm) 1/2 off all Prices
Wells' Wine and 1/2 off all Appetizers

THURSDAY thru Saturday, Dance the night
away at the beach's coolest Nightclub!
2nd Martini or the latest & best music!

$60 Garnet Ave.
Pacific Beach
Info: 2PB-PARTY

200 MILES GETS YOU IN
TO SEE A NATIONAL ACT

A Night of Live Music, Great Food and Good Times

THURSDAY & WED, OCTOBER 20

PLAN B

Dj SCOTT MARTIN
& SPECIAL GUESTS

LADIES NIGHT & BOOZE SPECIALS
JetAddress: 2PB, DJ's, DJ's, DJ's

GOLDEN HOUR & SPECIAL GUESTS
DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT!

ELITE ENTERTAINMENT
CLUB FUSION
with SPECIAL GUEST
DJ'S SPINNING DJ'S SPINNING

WEEKEND PARTY
NO COVER ALL NIGHT!
DJ BOB ONE SPINNING
ALL THE FAVORITES!

DJ's SPINNING DJ'S SPINNING
Dj's SPINNING DJ's SPINNING

945 Garnet Avenue, Pacific Beach | Telephone 483-9921
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BEST THEATER BOOSTERS

THE ALLEY

Come See The Hottest Bands Playing In North County!

The Rhythm Dogs

The Carter Brothers

Ronnie Lane & The Texas Tinturrs

BEST PROP PSYCHIC

Esperanza Gallardo
La Jolla Playhouse
Marshall Ward Center For The Performing Arts, La Jolla
619-550-1010

Over the past 20 years Esperanza "Esy" Gallardo has had her name in more theatre programs than anyone else. You see "special thanks to" then her name, often first on the list. She has worked at the La Jolla Playhouse since day one, in 1983. She's the associate props manager for the playhouse and UCSD's Department of Theatre and Dance. She's worked for the Rep, the Old Globe, Sledgehammer, Theatre X, and others, in her spare time. Gallardo's been called "the most resourceful person in theater," and "if she doesn't have it, she knows where to get it." She could be anything, any prop a show requires, be it from Nimax-Mac or a Dung Beet. Many swear Gallardo's memory is photographic. And that the world with a third eye, not just for props, but for those with enough defining characteristics to become, as an admiral said, "another character in the show." They say she's especially useful on short notice and that she brings a "humorous, healing spirit even to the tightest situations."

BEST MODERN DANCE

Advance Tickets

IST 10 ROWS!!!

Best Seats!

Best Tickets!

Concerts • Sports • Theatre • Travel
All events nationwide!

Call now!

888-851-1999

www.advanceickets.com

Get swept off your feet...seven days a week!

www.ljesc.com
thing in the morning. 8:00 a.m., when it's completely deserted.

and only one place, El Fandango, is open.

This is where you feel the ghost. Nothing of the Anglo 20th Century intrudes

your view. This is where the leather-jackets settled. Where "Judge" Roy Bean
dug himself out of jail (he was in for fighting) and fed for

Texas, where Antonio Guevara — California's

"Griego" — was tried and shot, where the Spanish marched, where the Mexican
soldiers marched, and finally, in November 1866, where 600

American soldiers and sailors entered

and marched up and
down till it was plain

the Mexican era was over. Dances, hump-

ings, buffets, duels,
day all happened here.

You can imagine

it easily. Champlin's

breakfast (87.30) at El

Fandango helps.

BOULEVARD

BEST SURFER

SURFING

SOUTH END OF

EUGENE GLENN

CHOOSE FROM THE BEST HEALTH PLANS AVAILABLE

Examples of Plans and Rates

| AGE | HMO | EPO (€1000)
|-----|-----|-----------
| 1-18 | '60 | '20
| 19-29 | '107 | '53 | '24
| 30-39 | '140 | '60 | '35
| 40-49 | '176 | '128 | '57
| 50-59 | '218 | '203 | '96
| 60-64 | '248 | '235 | '117

Call Copy Service for Details: 1-800-387-4487

Pagelnnet is the world's largest wireless messaging provider.
because the birds thrive on the attention. You enter a lush, tropical enclosure, deposit a dollar in the donation box, and if you want to handle the birds, squat some disinfectant on your hands. Birds that bite are confined to a roped-off area, where they scratch and whirble, but the rest of the avian inhabitants can be approached and picked up and

The best alien encounter

ENORMOUS WORLD AT

INTEREST 16

A couple of days of attention from in cages, and any of the plain-air pools of bargain-priced day labor can dry up (but a couple of days).

That said, this location has long been one of the county's most dependable gathering spots for Mexican maids eager to work. By 7 a.m., most mornings you can find scores of them hanging out near the Shell station on the west side of the freeway and the Ace on the east side. The going rate for yard work one day recently was $8 an hour.

Feel like spending a night out — but don't feel like spending a fortune?

Discover the arts at Miramar College!

THEATRE...

Shows include musicals, dramas, experimental one-act plays, and more. Admission ranges from $5 to $10. Don't miss the season opener, "Hello, Dolly!"

MUSIC...

Rock, pop, classical, and holiday music — you can take your pick of events priced from $7 to $10!

ART...

Exhibits in the Kipling Gallery at the Miramar campus feature a wide range of contemporary exhibits. Open daily and free. Call (760) 755-6633 for details.

DANCE...

Enjoy watching modern, jazz, ballet, tap, ballroom and world dance styles. Some shows set leave others just $5!

Disco shows are available at most events for students, seniors and children. For a full, fall and winter season schedule detailing this fall's events, call (760) 755-6633.

MIRAMAR COLLEGE:

Your best bet if the use of the best community

In North County!

Miramar College
One College Drive
San Diego, CA

Call today for more information or a complimentary consultation...

562 774-5000
visit our Web site: www.mpiclinic.com

It's about time somebody cleared things up around here.

The Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan

Free long distance. Clear nationwide calling. No long-term contracts.

Sprint PCS built the only all-digital, all-PCS nationwide network from the ground up, saving more than 280 major metropolitan areas. And now, with the Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan, you get free long distance from anywhere you call on our network.

• Get 500 minutes, good for both local and long distance calling, for just $16 a month.
• No annual contracts required and First Incoming Minute Fee for worry-free calling.
• Includes features like VoiceMail and Caller ID that work the same way whenever you go on our network.

So hear the difference today.

The clear alternative to cellular.

Sprint PCS

Clearer, cheaper, closer.

To find out more or to order your phone with free delivery, call 1-800-460-PCS, visit www.sprintpcs.com or stop by one of the locations below:

Sprint PCS Centers

© Sprint PCS

The Sprint logo and Sprint PCS are trademarks of Sprint Communications Company L.P.

SAN DIEGO REPETITIONS THEATER

CALL 619-544-1000 www.sandiegoexpress.com
Looking to buy a cellular phone? More power to you.

Get a free car power cord when you buy any cellular phone (a $29.99 to $39.99 value).

With helpful advice from our trained cellular experts, you'll also have the power to get just the right phone and plan. So, visit us today and discover why we're America's #1 wireless retailer.

Free* with activation ($29.99 without) Motorola StarTAC-3000
- Size small enough to carry in your pocket
- Includes battery; extra one you wear it on your wrist
- Entire line of accessories:.

$49.99* Final Cost
- Mail-in rebate
- Ultra-clear digital cellular
- Support services: 844-300 or access number:
- Large 5-line display
- 99-customer memory
- Long life battery

Just $24.99 a Month to Start!* Includes 150 local Anytime Minutes and 500 Night and Weekend Minutes

*Available to customers who activate service for the first time in one of our 30 stores. The monthly access charge is $24.99 for the first year and $30.99 for the second year and the service that includes 150 minutes of local cellular air-time. Total minimum commitment is $59.88 for the first year, $49.88 in the second year; does not include any airtime, roaming charges, or basic taxes, local taxes, and local taxes on air-time, or any tax on air-time. The promotion is valid from July 1 to November 30, 1999, at participating RadioShack stores only and may not be combined with any other promotional offers.

Free* with activation ($29.99 without) Nokia 6110
- Includes battery; extra one you wear it on your wrist
- Entire line of accessories:

$99.99* Reg Price
- Mail-in rebate
- Final Cost
- Ultra-clear digital cellular
- Support services: 844-300 or access number:
- Large 5-line display
- 99-customer memory
- Long life battery

RadioShack encourages the responsible use of your wireless phone in your car. Hands-free accessories are available for select phones.
GO DUAL-MODE/DIGITAL!
FREE Audivox 4000
• Dual Mode/Digital
• Up to 4 days standby or 3 hours talk time

Sample Plan: $25/mo.
with 100 anytime minutes

dualmode.com

redefine yourself.

WHY WAIT IN AN EMERGENCY ROOM?

We are the ER Alternative™

• Open 7 Days Until Midnight
• No Appointments Needed
• Quality Certified ER Physicians
• X-Ray, Labs, Casts, Sutures
• More Care, Less Cost
• Most Insurance, Credit Cards & Checks Accepted

Urgent Care and More
3434 Midway Drive
619-225-6200
“ER Care That Won’t Keep You Waiting”
MC/VISA/DISCOVER/AMEX/CHECKS

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE...

HOLIDAY PARADE
AND CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING

Watch the little girls in sequins and tights prance ahead of the CB Geriatric Surf Club and its

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE...

HOLIDAY PARADE
AND CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING

Watch the little girls in sequins and tights prance ahead of the CB Geriatric Surf Club and its
Precision Marching Surfboard Drill Team, The Harleys roll and rumble down Newport Avenue, sandwiched between the Histen's Day Care float and the margarita-fueled antics of the San Diego Parrot Head Club. The sport utility vehicle with giant fang-shaped earrings suspended from its side mirrors belongs to Dr. Jelks, who owns a body piercing shop here. In this parade, everyone is welcome. This year's edition, scheduled for Saturday, December 11, will mark the 20th annual for OB.

BEST COURSE

_TITLE_ "LAMPS, VENUES, AND MATERIAL GIRLS"

_best course_ The catalog's description of the UC San Diego Literature course reads as follows: "During the first years of the 20th Century, people had come to the conclusion that nature designed men and women so differently that they were destined to be pitted against each other in a deadly war. Professor Abraham Disbetro leads students in discussion of the female character as evil temptress and power figures in Beowulf's Dracula. R. Scott Fitzgerald's novel The Beautiful and the Damned, and Mickey Spillane novels for the 1990-1995 academic year. The 'and Material Girls' has been dropped from the course title, maybe because Madonna is no longer a girl at all or because today's college-age youth no longer consider materialism to be a character flaw.

BEST WAGON AND STAGE

ALTERNATIVE WEIGHT LOSS

Traditional Western and Eastern systems to control appetite. * Reduction = Appetizers - Fresh/natural products to increase metabolism in your body. * Castings Dr. at your neighborhood for an hour. All castings with Dr. Steven Rosen, N.D. San Antonio, Texas. Winner Comas Avenue Casts June 1994 - 200 LITE. (215) 484-6421

MILLI ESESSO VOTES SAN DIEGO AUDIENCE BEST IN THE COUNTRY!

Third Hilarious Year: A Triple Iott of Inspired Craziness!

It's The Best Time I've Ever Had In A Theatre!

Triple Espresso The Funniest Show I've Seen In My Life!

Your One-Stop Computer Shop

The best place to get brand-name products to build and upgrade your computer at the best price.

* Microprocessors: AMD, IBM, Intel, and Compaq
* Cables: Intel, AMD, and Compaq
* VIBM, CORDO, TANDON, DELL, and IBM
* Hard Drives: IBM, Quantum, Seagate, and Western Digital
* Sound Cards: Adaptec, Diamond, and Sound Blaster
* Network Cards: 3COM, Intel, and Prodata
* CD-ROM Drives: 3COM, IBM, and Rainton
* Modems: Diamond and USI
* Chips: Micro, Realtek, and Many Others

...AND MUCH MORE!

We carry limited memory for all PCs, Macs, and laptops. Many other products can be special ordered for you.

Sundays: Monday-Friday 7 am-4:30 pm • Saturday 9 am-4:30 pm

The Chip Merchant, Inc. Serving San Diego Since 1983

Order Online Now!

www.thechipmerchant.com

4270-A Mission Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92123

619-294-6200

bliss.

Full hour massage $170

90 minute massage $200

Reflexology $35

Anatomy

4(3) 30 1999

1203 University Avenue • 619 234 6528 | www.anatomy45.com | gift certificates available
the draft, almost industrial, 'his look of the hotel's exterior gives way to creamy-sold Edwardian opulence, full of finely intricate detail and solid comfort.

Six enormous chandeliers hover in the air, harnessed by a host of lights, yet anchored by a stag-gering array of crystals. It's all gilt and marble, inlaid wood and rounded edges. The staircase gently

beckons. And promi-

nantly displayed, a

painting of the

reunion of the prodi-

ged son and his

father - a warning
to expatriates that

all this rich liv-

ing may come crashing

to a halt; it is all a

gift.

BEST PLACE TO SEE JITTERY

CELEBRITIES

○ THE COUPLEDHUS

AT THE RITUAL

AUERBACH DE LA

PLATA

LA JOLLA SHORES

Under the pine-
green awnings of

this tiny shopping
district hides a cof-

fee and pastry haven

where the well-

known lurk among

the retirees. Barbra

Streisand strolled in.

FAMILY EYE CARE

Soft Contact

Includes trial of 3 pairs free, 60 free lenses or credit towards purchase

FREE CONTACT SOLUTION FOR 1 YEAR

Two pair '91 complete

Eye Exam Plus

Spring heavily molded &U plastic lenses

$97 complete

Eye Exam Plus

One pair of lenses of your choice

$128 for all three!

Dr. Phillip Levy, O.D.

1520 0 Monadnock Dr., La Jolla

(619) 553-3699

CALL FOR FREE EXAM OFFERS

TAN 4 LESS

3335 Kellogg St., Rista Loma - (619) 453-1227 - Sunday, Friday from 10 am to 5 pm, Saturday & Sunday from 1 pm to 5 pm

Experience the latest in European Tanning Technology

The shade adjusts itself, "just right" to晒 your skin. Get it done in minutes.

The Best Internet Traffic School—
From the convenience of your own home!

The Best Internet Traffic School—
From the convenience of your own home!

Access the program online as often as and at any time you wish. Using your assigned student ID number, you may enter and exit the program anytime — day or night — allowing you to continue the course according to your own schedule.

Enjoy the convenience and simplicity of TrafficSchoolOnline.com.

- Our program is designed to be educational yet user-friendly. You need only a basic knowledge of computers to take the course, and you access the course directly from our Web site online, no downloading is necessary to use TrafficSchoolOnline.com.

- Only $129.95
- Easy to use
- Satisfaction guaranteed
- Accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

1-800-6-AIRTOUCH
(1-800-6-6478)
www.airtouchpaging.com

We are honored to be voted the #1 paging company by the San Diego Union Tribune readers three years in a row. We feel our superior paging network, 50 years of experience keeping people in touch and our employees have made us the best paging company in San Diego. Thank you for choosing us as the best way to stay in touch.

Call today or stop by to find out what makes us San Diego's finest.

CABRILLO
1840 ALLAN PARK
FASHION VALLEY MALL, SECOND LEVEL, NEXT TO RICK'S
CABRILLO MOUNTAIN
11140 RANCHO CARRIEL DR.
KEARNS MESA
1040 CONVERSE ST.
CIELA VISTA
6777 BROADWAY
LA MESA
3654 CROSSMONT CENTER DR.
EL CAJON
127 W. MAGNA
SAN DIEGOSOUTH VERDE
2260 GENESEE AVE.
ESCONDIDO
3640 DEL LADO BLVD.
SPORTS ARENA
290 RIDWAY DR.
as did Matthew Broderick when he acted at the La Jolla Playhouse. Tigger Woods snuck here after golling at Torrey Pines. Lorenzo Lamas (coffeeshop employees describe him as "that brown guy from the movie") takes five here when his action television show is filmed in the area. Patrons of public notoriety include Padres manager Bruce Bochy and Channel 10 weatherman Captain Mike. Savings-and-loan scandal parish Ian Boesky often drives his Land Rover over from his La Jolla Hills mansion for a croissant and a look at the Wall Street Journal.

**BEST PLACE FOR A TONY GWYN AUTOGRAPH**

O DODGERS STADIUM, SECTION 33

If you call the Padres' front office they'll tell you to go to a home game, get there early, and sit next to the rail on the field-side of the field. Then wait until batting practice is over and hope Gwyn will stop by on his way to the clubhouse. Or you could call the Padres and attempt to learn if the club has scheduled a charity or local event in the near future. If the answer is yes, ask if Gwyn will be there. But it's unlikely they'll tell you, and only a creep would barge into a children's hospital to score one honey autograph.

You could bide by the players' parking lot after a game and attempt to waylay Gwyn as he walks to his car, but that's autograph by ambush.

You could take a weekend and pop over to Phoenix, Arizona, during spring training. There's guaranteed: Gwynn will make an appearance after practice so yak attempt to learn if the club has scheduled a charity or local event in the near future. If the answer is yes, ask if Gwyn will be there. But it's unlikely they'll tell you, and only a creep would barge into a children's hospital to score one honey autograph.

You could bide by the players' parking lot after a game and attempt to waylay Gwyn as he walks to his car, but that's autograph by ambush.

**BEST PLACE TO COOL OFF HOT LITTLE CRITTERS AT NIGHT**

O SAN DIEGO WILD ANIMAL PARK

SAN DIEGO

**DEEPLY DISCOUNTED PERMANENT COSMETIC MAKEUP**

EYELINER - $49.99

NOSE - $49.99

LIP LINES - $49.99

EAR BROWS - $49.99

FULL LIP - $49.99

**SONYA OF LONDON**

FULL-SERVICE SALON & DAY SPA • 3904 PARK BLVD • HILLCREST • 619-591-8728

Open Monday through Saturday 9 am-5 pm • GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

**DESIGN INSTITUTE OF SAN DIEGO**

EDUCATING INTERIOR DESIGNERS SINCE 1977

www.des.edu

(619) 556-7200 • FAX (619) 556-7211

8555 Commerce Ave. San Diego, CA 92121

**SANDIEGO'S BEST GIFT CERTIFICATE: ONE-TO-SEVEN-HOUR SPA ESCAPES.**

A treat from head to toe—
all for only $20

Back Facial

European Facial

WONDERFUL SUNDAY 3:00-9:00 P.M.

WONDERFUL SUNDAY 3:00-9:00 P.M.

Specials: 20% Off Haircut

Specials: 20% Off Haircut

**SONYA'S NEW SPIC AND SPAN PACKAGE**

A deep cleanse, exfoliating and decapitating treatment for the body. Home relaxation treatment includes back massage, combined with aromatherapy.

**DERMALOGICA**

Treatments for all skin conditions

www.dermalogica.com

(619) 591-7770
A season so compelling it can’t just be heard... it must be experienced.

SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY • 1999-2000 SEASON

SPRING TO THE CENTER
March 2–April 28, 2000
California Center, Downtown San Diego

SYMPHONY AT SIX
Sponsored by Sempra Energy
March 2–April 9, 2000

HOLIDAY POPS!
Matthew Chmelkert hosts a dazzling array of holiday programs that will lift your spirit and touch your heart.
December 4 & 5, 1999
Home For The Holidays December 11, 1999
Music From The Heart February 11 & 12, 2000

LIGHT BULB
MontePCS Presents Light Bulb Stories uncovers the mystery of classical music by taking you on a tour that is interactive, universal, and fun.
The Eternal Flame
Saturday, November 26, 1999
Strange Bedfellows, Part V Wednesday, January 25, 2000
Rights In The Garden Of Spain Saturday, March 4, 2000

CONNOISSEUR
"The San Diego Symphony's Debut Signature Series. Designed to true lovers of symphonic music.
October 15, 29, and November 2
Jeffrey Kahane, conductor
January 10, 24, and March 3
Jeffrey Kahane, conductor
February 7, 14, and March 21
George Maniates, conductor

CLASSIC FILM
Join us on three back-to-back trips the glory era of film and straight-to-video musical events. This special evening offers featured hits and a full orchestra, as well as two films presented with live organ accompaniment for the true connoisseur.
Superman
November 24, 1999
The Man of Steel (1978)
November 25, 1999
A Star Is Born (1945)

HOLYWOOD BOUND
Famed for its showmanship, Hollywood Bound is a show of all ages. Theatrical talents create a backdrop for the story of a young girl who finds out about a hidden talent.
December 23 & 24, 1999
Home For The Holidays December 31, 1999
Music From The Heart January 17, 2000

FAMILY FESTIVAL
Don’t miss this “family-friendly” event held at Balboa Park. Put your woods in it all as you sing along with the performers and join in the fun.
Music From The Heart Sunday, February 12, 2000

INTIMATE ENCOUNTERS
"One of the world’s most highly regarded ensembles performing symphonic works composed by the world’s leading composers of the Classical and Romantic periods.
November 6 & 7, 1999
December 11 & 12, 1999
February 21 & 22, 1999
March 24 & 25, 1999
April 7 & 8, 1999

BOLLYWOOD
When we were kids, playgrounds were simple. You got swings and a slide. If you were lucky, you got a set of monkey bars. Maybe, maybe, you got one of those merry-go-rounds that you pushed and then hopped on and rode until you felt like you might throw up the bologna sandwiches, milk, and Oreo you had for lunch. Playgrounds now mean variety. Play structures built to resemble pirate ships complete with crow’s nests and rigging. Swinging bridges and spiral slides to exercise the body and fire the imagination. You’ll find the best playground in San Diego on Mission Bay just off the 1-5 about a quarter mile south of the Mission Bay Hilton. Your little ballerinas can play on three major play structures, swing, see-saw, and slide. Sit on the sand, or slide down the curving back of a stone wave sculpture. You will not find a merry-go-round. Bring lots of Oreo.

IF THERE WAS A CATEGORY, WE WOULD BE VOTED

BEST HAUNTED HOUSES IN SAN DIEGO!
DIEGO COUNTY WINERY

LAS PEDRAS

The label reads, "Produced and bottled by Las Pedras Vineyards, Temecula, CA," but the grapes for Steve Hagata's Sanguveo, Zinfandel, and Syrah are grown just outside San Diego. All three varieties are friendly to the region's warmer climate, and Hagata's wines are characteristic and clean. The '94 Syrah was recently included in a tasting by the California Grapevine, where it placed third out of 11 wines, beating out entries from such well-regarded producers as Cline Vineyards, Feeney, Truchard, and Swanson. The panel's review described the wine as being "above average to superior quality. Very appealing for near-term drinking. Good value, highly recommended." Not bad for a wine that is essentially the work of one man — Hagata is wine-maker, vineyard manager, and, with a little help from his friends, harvester. Happily, Las Pedras wines can be found, where they're available, at local shops: the Wineelsea & Brasserie off Mission Road and the Wine Bank downtown.

BEST PUBLIC LIBRARY

CARLSBAD PUBLIC LIBRARY

CARLSBAD VILLAGE DRIVE

The building on Carlsbad Village Drive feels cramped and the carpeting and linoleum are aging, but you can master the computer system in about ten seconds and then be assured by the abundance of the materials that are cataloged. The video and recorded-book collection stand out, the genealogy section is extensive, and the children's book section overflow with interesting offerings that look as if they haven't (yet) passed through 10,000 grumpy little hands. Though the Carlsbad library is currently in transition (it closed August 31 and will undergo remodeling with a planned reopening next winter), a brand-new $2 million facility on El Camino Real — almost three times the size of the old library — is scheduled to open on September 25; it will include a 221-seat auditorium and a 2000-square-foot art gallery. The best news for bibliophiles, old and new, anyone with a picture ID and evidence of a current address can get a card.

BEST PLACE TO TELECOMMUTE WHEN YOU DON'T HAVE AN OFFICE

KING'S 632 C STREET

DOWNTOWN

01S-667-3800

It's air-conditioned, it's got eye-friendly lighting, and the chairs are more supportive than your mom. They've got a 24-hour phone line, and it has both PCs and Macs. For 20 cents a minute you can use the computer. I mean, really, use it not just browse the Internet but sign up to AOL, directly dial things, as well as fax, photocopy, and do the rest of the usual office-store routine. But the best thing about the place is David, commander of the computing wing. He's ready to exterminate the latest virus infecting the Internet; he's knowledgeable about things like the names and weights of paper to use for your library masterscript and he's able to come up with time-saving "work-arounds".
White Teeth 1 Hour

State-of-the-art Procedure • Safe • Fast • Affordable
Works on discoloration from tobacco, food, coffee, tea, red wine, and more!
Call for a Free Consultation!
858.552.8620

Dental Associates of La Jolla
General & Cosmetic Dentistry • Orthodontics • Oral Surgery • TMJ Dysfunction
4150 Executive Drive, Suite 204 (near University Towne Centre)
Dental Associates of La Jolla is a Preferred Provider for Most Dental Plans

"See Our Ad for Straight Teeth in 6 Months!"

---

**BEST ZINE**

WHERE?

Back in the 80s, times were self-published distributer against mainstream society, corporate rock, or the editor’s parents. San Diego had an active “zine” scene back then. Now, multimedia graphical computer packages have replaced Xerography. Techno music has replaced punk rock, and WHERE is San Diego’s most available “zine”. The pocket-sized monthly looks like a CD laser notes insert and is free at CD shops, trendy clothing stores, and both coffeehouses. The cover typically features a girl with pink-purple, or green hair. Despite the “art” sign, WHERE’s no affiliated website. Glossy danceclub flyers make up the advertising, while the “text” consists of photos of local Beautiful People in their natural nightlife habitats, like Montana, E Street, and the Blue Fox. Photographic content is supplied by club photographer Robert Arnaud, whose specially is smiling girls in tight shirts.

**FOOD**

PLAYGROUND

WHERE?

Opposed worlds of childhood energy and parental relaxation coexist at fast-food play structures all over town. The best of them is at the Mission Gorge Burger King just past the metal bars, the surveillance cameras, and the mesh netting, an analogue of colors — red, yellow, blue, and green spheres, yellow, blue, and purple tubing — twists, turns, and inches upward, like a carrousel in its ascent of a vine. Children crawl through a maze of punching bags, which lead to the dual entrances into the fair-sized ball pit. The perfect for the littler children. For the older, more daring child, a wide, sloping rope ladder leads to a series of tubes culminating in a long, twisty tube slide. For more and dad, a comfortable bench and an emburried cup of coffee.

---

**COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING**

300 PAPAGO DRIVE

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Large Mohawk, the local power company, are housed in a jazz-inspired, multi-story, art deco skyscraper, complete with a silver Mohawk Indian rising from the wall above the door, arms outstretched, head held upmarket behind him. It’s just an office building, but it inspires something akin to awe. San Diego is a more modern city than Syracuse, and inspiring awe does not seem to be a modern architectural goal. But government buildings still ought to give us something to admire, they still ought to represent something good and desirable, not merely something big and inefficient. The County Administration Building does the job better than any in San Diego. If we were a county supervisor, we’d refurbish that handsome, decrepit tower and put in an office. The city before you, the water behind you, a building out in the open, visible from all sides, clean, honest, almost majestic.
FREE!

BARBARA GEORGE
"Home Buying and Selling Tips"

Discover how to:

* CLEAN UP CREDIT
* PAY DOWN DEBT
* NEGOTIATE PAYOFFS on collection accounts
* PURCHASE OR SELL HOME
  Move up or down

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE SEMINARS!
1.800.649.2600

Experience the freedom of owning your own home.

FREE C.P.A. Consultation
"How can I bring home more money?"

FREE Financial Planner Consultation
"How can I save more money for the future?"

As advertised on the morning radio talk shows: KGB-FM's Dave, Shelly & Chris Show.
KSON's Tony & Chris R/OY and Rock 105-3.
Check out the San Diego Reader for additional free seminars.
Barbara George Inc. Superior Mortgage Inc.
LICENSED BROKER, CA DEPT. OF REAL ESTATE, BO135542

Reshape Your Shape with Safe, Effective Tumescent Liposuction

Tumescent Liposuction is a safe and effective method of removing excess local body fat, developed and popularized by Dr. Yves Medison. This advanced technique is less invasive, has fewer risks, and reduces the blood loss than surgical liposuction performed under general anesthesia.

Procedure discomfort is minimal. Work and social activities can be resumed quickly.

Center for Cosmetic Surgery and Dermatology

Call today for your FREE private consultation with a board-certified dermatologist.
2145 Mollison, Suite 101
San Diego, CA 92108
619-283-6220

Best Place to Relieve Spanish San Diego

El Faro

274 Calle de la Cueva
Old Town
619-295-2500

Before it was America, before it was Mexican, it was a Spanish outpost. How to get a feel for it? Go to Old Town, but go there first thing in the morning, 10 a.m., when it's completely deserted and only one place, El Faro, is open. It's when you feel the ghosts. Nothing of the Anglo 20th Century intrudes your view. This is where the Hispanics settled. When "Judge" Roy Bean dug himself out of jail (he was in for fighting) and found for Texas, where Antonio Garcia — California's "Cesar" — was tried and shot, where the Spanish marched, where the Mexican soldiers marched, and finally, in November 1846, where 600 American soldiers and sailors entered and marched up and down till it was plain the Mexican era was over. Dance, bongos, bullfights, duels, they all happened here. You can imagine it easily. Champagne breakfast ($7.50) at El Faro helps.

Central Animal Pound

San Diego County's Department of Animal Control serves the unincorporated areas of the county plus Imperial Beach, Del Mar, Solana Beach, Encinitas, Carlsbad, Escondido, Poway, San Marcos, Santee, and San Diego. The department maintains four centers; the best is the one tucked between Morena Boulevard and Fries Road. In an astounding departure from bureaucratic reality, this shelter is open seven days a week. Call ahead for specific times. Walk around the facility and you'll be struck by the care employees have taken with this elderly animal pen. Notice the old, smelly, but immaculately maintained buildings, the lovely mural hand-painted on kennel signs, the engraved signs in the cattery. Employees love their pets, they seem to enjoy their work, and they carry themselves with dignity. Gaines Street usually has a large selection of pets, and you can be assured these animals are healthy and have been spayed or neutered. Employees will spend time with you, answer questions, and, if asked, give you a tour.

Best Place to See the Jacarandas in Bloom

The City of San Diego has an official flower: the camellia, but no official tree. Why not the jacaranda? Every June the county's jacarandas, with lavender blooms and honey fragrance, serve as herald of summer's onset. The best place to see them is downtown on Ash Street, between Seventh and India. A mid-June drive on west-flowing, one-way street, an 11-block trip, is too short. Instead start at Seventh Avenue and walk it. It's an easy downhill jaunt toward the bay. The jacarandas on both sides are lined with the 25- to 30-foot trees and covered with a purple carpet of fallen blooms. The trees' dark brown bark contrasts with the icy green foliage and tiny被害者 blooms.
The best club for live Rockabilly, Swing, Alternative music & dancing!

CHOREOGRAPHER

O JOHN MALDONADO

What makes Maldonado, founder and director of Maldonado Dance & Company, so good as a choreographer is the exceptional range of the creative talents he commands, along with the sense of intuitive rightness he has developed in balancing the impulses of modern dance. Over the years, San Antonio dance audiences have come to treasure his creative strength; his sense of form, his sensitivity to relationships, his imaginativeness and meaningful use of the body, and his ability to create a visual, emotional expression. His choice of accompaniment is given special interest by the ingeniosity — and never obvious — connections he establishes between the music and the physical movements it supports. Perhaps most important of all is the profound humanity that informs his art. Along with all his truth to emotion (which includes many painful emotions inescapable of his dancing, and he is capable of a lyricism so flowing, so joyful, that the repertoire does

BEST MANAGING DIRECTOR OF A MUSICAL ORGANIZATION

O NANCY LATUERO

Mainly Mozart, founded by conductor David Atherton with the aid of executive director Nancy Latuero, started small and continued, with a few chamber orchestras, to enjoy at the Old Church's outdoor theater. Musically, it was high caliber from the beginning, providing San Antonio with first-rate classical music during the warmest season. But could it survive? It has not only survived, it has flourished, and much of the credit is due to Latuero, whose low-key style disguises a high level of persistence and resourcefulness. Her fund-raising abilities and her skills in attracting new audiences have helped to make Mainly Mozart a permanent part of the local musical scene, and she has succeeded in expanding its activities in directions no one could have suspected. There are chamber music and recitals as well as orchestral concerts. The venues include not only various San Antonio locations but also several in Baja California, bringing Mainly Mozart to the many music-lovers on the other side of the border. Aside from the festival series in June, Latuero's organization now offers concerts throughout the year, with the same stable of fine musicians.

BEST LOCAL PIANO TRIO

O THE UNARMED TRIO

They are also the most enduring local piano trio, having concerted together for 17 years, to the delight of San Diego chamber-music lovers. How did a group of his brilliant professional quality happen to form? It's a matter of family attachments and of the musicians' other activities. Ron Goldman, for example, is a well-known clarinetist, and he conducts a yearly workshop for chamber-music players that has become a large-scale enterprise. But the bonds holding the group together are essentially ones of musical temperament, for violinist Goldman, cellist Mary Lande, and pianist Ileana Mihal are a team for intense, passionate playing. Similarly, they share the impulse to investigate lesser-known repertoire — an impulse that has resulted in the group's 1999 CD of "Rarities for Piano Trio." Their ennobling performances on this disc would make any music lover want to hear more of Joaquin Stringhner's, George Seidman's, and Julia Smith's (this last a stimulating American composer otherwise unrepresented in the record catalog). They even include some rarely performed Beethoven: a couple of trios without opus number.

BEST LOCAL CONCERT HALL

O EAST COUNTY PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Yes, the East County Performing Arts Center in "distant" El Cajon is larger than thevalued Auditorium of the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art or the splendid auditorium of the Neuroscience Institute, smaller than the cavernous Civic Theatre or glamorous Copley Symphony Hall, this endowed venue would provide an ideal setting for recitals, chamber music, or orchestral concerts. Its acoustics are the best in the country, its architecture is simple and handsome, its comfortable balcony gives unimpeded views of the stage; musicians on that stage can enjoy the hall's clear and rich resonances while playing; and the lobby area is inviting, with easy and efficient traffic patterns. Evidently, the majority of San Diego music lovers are unwilling to make the trip to East County, considering it too long a ride, or fearing the shabby neighborhood surrounding the Arts Center. What a shame — for music in that hall sounds better than in any of the more urbane.
laid audiences around here, better than in the hondurean concert hall of Jason's Santa Fe Center for the Arts (which is even further away).

**BEST PIANO BAR**

**THE RED ROOSTER ROOST HOUSE**

2323 S. CABRILLO BOULEVARD

NORTH PARK

619-222-2313

Here in the windowless room, ensconced in a red velvet booth away in the ghost area of cigarette past, it is always jazzy around midnight. Pianist Shirley Atlee and clarinetist Erson play David Shaw play — Wednesday through Saturday nights to offer standing room only crowds of mostly under-30 patrons. Becoming a tipi Dan Martin or Judy Garfield and joins in on "Moonlight Cocktail," "Moon River," or any one of over 35 million dollars in the duo-known. They'll supply lyric sheets and a microphone for you. Suggestion: ask them to play Louis Armstrong's "East Saint Louis Toodleoos."
We would be happy to help you discuss the state of the American novel with our teacher and substitute teacher Sam Craumberg at Bally's in La Jolla. But if it's fresh and appetizing, you're looking for, go back to the Martini Ranch and check out Ed Hibbert. He's the cocktail singer with two bottles of gin, and his head is ready to change. Hibbert can charm multiple bottles (and an aerosol sprayer of vermouth) over martini shakers and ice (different martini, different ingredients, mind you), and he has the tone, look, and feel of a perfect measure with the cunning of the insane. Hibbert can improve your life, but if you don't impress him, you come back when Mike McKinley is on shift. He will supposedly pour martinis into glasses on his open palms and his head simultaneously. You may want to ask him why.

**BEST THEME BAR**

**QUARTER BAR**

Have your sports bars and Mexican cantina, your transvestite/tattooed hair and Tiki-umbrella-drink hotel Polynesia lounges. If you want a real hon-ey, to God Irish Pub, try the Field, which was brought over piece by piece (everything from the back bar to the floor) from Ireland. You can have lamb stew or black-and-white pudding with your Guinness on tap (it takes a good two to four minutes to draw, and it damned well doesn't) while you chat with leprechaun Paddy, his real name, and he's really from Dublin. Specially single-malt Irish whiskey (or Connemara) is a staple. O'Connell's, or "water of life," will set you free all right, but you can pay up to $25 a shot for the good stuff.

---

**DateSmart Secrets For Savvy Singles**

**SANDIEGO.COM**

On the hunt for men who care about details? Are you looking for a strong, assertive man to help you with your direction? Then you're in luck. Here are some tips for finding the right guy for you:

1. **Be clear about your expectations.** Make sure you're honest with yourself about what you want in a relationship. This will help you narrow down your options and make informed decisions.

2. **Be confident.** Confidence is attractive and can help you present yourself as a strong, independent woman. Instead of focusing on your insecurities, focus on your strengths.

3. **Be a good listener.** Men appreciate women who are good listeners, as it shows that you're interested in them and their opinions. Be sure to ask questions and show genuine interest in their answers.

---

**With Top Cat Limo, you can concentrate on other things.**

**IN CAHOOTS**

Dance Hall and Salon
1272 Mission Center Plaza, San Diego 92101

**TOP CAT LIMOUSINE**

1 (858) 546-7550 www.topcatslimo.com

---

**EPITOME OF THE TIMES**

30 1999
Live
Reggae, Blues,
Rock & Psychedelic
7 nights a week

1221 Bacon Street • Ocean Beach • 619.222.5822

BEST DREW
O KARL STRAND
OLD COLUMBIA
BEVERAGE &
GRILL
1116 COLUMBIA
STREET
DOWNTOWN
619-234-3728

Sick of microbrews
with that stupid
animal names and
fruit-flavored beer?
Who wants to drink
a strawberry beer
called Radish Dog or
Mad Cow? All the
house beers at Old
Columbia, from the
very dark, very bitter
porter down through
the lighter varieties,
are a revelation. The
best bet is the Bavari-
ian-style amber
lager. It's a true
amber color, not a
glittery yellow, and
its strong malty fla-
vor fills the whole
mouth yet finishes
smoothly. Strauss's
pilsner is a rich
golden color with a
caramel taste. Even
the light beer is
delicious.

BEST TWO-
DOLLAR
BUD BAR
O GUIDI'S
466 SIXTH
AVENUE
DOWNTOWN
619-237-9489

The girl-in-che-
kiini beer posters
on the walls are in
Vietnamese (the
term has been trans-
lated from English as
"bikini"). Patrons
show their experiences in
foreign theaters of
war with you. Show
your ID at the door.
Shoot a game of
pool. Enjoy the col-
lection of lucky
ceramic cats. Put a
dollar in the jkebox
to hear your favorite
Steve Ray Vaughan
tune. Pull up a seat
at the bar; there are
usually players, even
on Friday and Satur-
day nights. Enjoy a
Bud in a bottle for
$2. Sit back and prin-
der the situation.
Why are people a
black away waiting
in line to pay a $10
cover charge for the
privilege of ordering
a $7.50 martini?

BEST "BAN
THE BAN" BAR
O LAMOR'S
4915 PARK
AVENUE
UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
619-299-6382

This neighborhood
gar on the corner of
Park and Adams
Avenues in Universi-
ty Heights endured
demographic
crises following the
January 1, 1998, ban
on smoking in pub-
ic spaces. The pre-
burn Lamor's hosted
a dozen or so work-
ing-class Marbore
and Michelle types
on a typical Friday
night. This Friday,

Hard Rock
never tasted
so good!

SAVE THE PLANET
Hard Rock
Cafe

GASLAMP
801 4th Avenue
619-806-ROCK

LA JOLLA
909 Prospect Street
858-656-ROCK

Call for our
New Year's Eve
Party info.
Solid Gold Rock 'n' Roll
LIVE ON STAGE

Aretha Franklin • Elton John • Little Richard • Cher
Roy Orbison • Stevie Wonder • Rod Stewart
America's Top Superstar Impersonators
in a Rockin' Tribute to the '60s.

Sept. 24–Oct. 30
Fridays & Saturdays,
8 pm & 10 pm
GUILD THEATRE

Information:
409-2-065

expect at least a hundred
Generation X-
ners with face work-
ing-class fashion a-
esthetic exhibiting a col-
lection of blue cloud of
smoke from their
Export A or Ameri-
can Spirit cigarettes.

Ban the Bud...
petition equal treatment
for smokers and self-
determination for
each business.
A small business first
appeared on walls
to the billiard
tables after the ban
was instituted.
At one point, the bar
housed a bar
patrons for
three
dollars per evening,
hoping to collect
in advance to
to pay for the increases
in city fees.
Finally, the
both a "Don't
ask, don't tell" policy,
toward smoking,
resulting in an influx
of cocktail drinkers
letter-of-the-law
drinking establish-
ments. More novelty
at the jukebox and
addition of a big
screen television
have marked the
transition.

The Ultimate Live Band! 
Band, Band, Band, Band
Every Night

STOP BY AND SEE THE LATEST GUITARS
AND AMPs
THE BEST LOCAL BAND
NOBODY'S EVER HEARD OF

OPEN MIND

BEST DANCE CLUB
WEBSITE

@ CLUB ELEMENTS

VIRTUAL ADDRESS:
www.clubelements.com

PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
9101 University Avenue
North County, 760-737-0207 • San Diego 858-592-1414
Visit our Web site at: www.sdguitar.com
E-mail: garhythorn@sdnc.com
974 Rancheros Drive #C • San Marcos
outdoor garden theater. The ivy-covered walls of the Garden Cabaret's courtyard seating area twinkle with tiny white lights while the stars twinkle in evening sky overhead. Films are $8 and start at 8:30, but doors open an hour beforehand. Come early for coffee or tea and dessert and enjoy the twilight.

Best Bourbon List in Town

609-223-3222

Wild Turkey 101 on top of a mountain outside City was a rough introduction to bourbon. Best to begin with the mild 80 proof of Maker's Mark, then work your way up the ranks to Booker's at 126 proof, over 60 percent alcohol.

After you have proved yourself on that bootie peak, you may wish to settle down a bit, to return to some drinks that allow more drinks with less inhibitory effects.

A favorite is A.B. Hirsch, but since it's hard to find, settle for 93 proof Blanton's.

Neither of these is available at the bar at Laurel, but their wine list is impressive — George Dickel, L.W. Harper, Old Charter Reserve, Hancock Reserve, Baker's, Booker's, Woodford Reserve, Maker's Mark V70, and Wild Turkey 80 proof.

DANCE!

4 houses $12

Strictly for Fun

3500 35th Street
296-1860

PUB & RESTAURANT

"When Cheap Beats Good"

www.elephantcastle.com

1355 N. Harbor Drive • Downtown • (619) 234-0977

[In front of the Holiday Inn, across from Star of India]

Your Neighborhood Bar

Cheap Conversation & Cool Cocktails

MORENA CLUB

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Live Music Karaoke DJs Child-Proof Table Dart Board Daily Happy Hours

Voted "Best Bar"

San Diego Post-Examiner Association, 1999

Tonight! The Bitter End launches

NEW... Live Music!

Two times a week...

"ThrowBack" Thursdays

Hits from the '60s & '70s with "Night Fever" and "SIN" Sundays

Featuring San Diego's best up and coming bands!
**BEST PLACE TO CATCH SUNSET AND A BEER FOR 99 CENTS**

- **BEACH GRILL & DELI**
  - 1025 ORANGE AVENUE, CORONADO
  - 619-437-0607

  The cattails. The cattails! We have all this "come outside" California weather, but where are the real cattails? Not Starbucks. Not wrough-ten iron playgrounds closed with smoke, but real, true-blue street cafes with chairs and tables and umbrellas spilled out on the sidewalk, where you can sip a beer, a wine, eat if you like, and not have to go order stuff yourself at some counter, and not be told "Please, Wait To Be Served!" One place, friends. There's but one place on the sidewalks of San Diego! Beach Grill & Deli.

  Okay, perhaps that's a bit of an exaggeration. And, yes, the chairs are plastic. But why is it worth it? Because a glass of beer costs only 99 cents. Because, at sunset, your view down Isabella Avenue stretches almost to Point Loma. Because there's no wrought-iron playpen.

Because... oh, just bring a hat, lean back, and relish the colors of the big sky. Order some fresh zucchini sticks.

**BEST COUNTRY TAVERN**

- **RED ROOST TAVERN**
  - 1920 POWAY ROAD
  - 858-746-0915

  Poway's gone to the doggone millionaires. Everyone knows that. But one place survives that makes you see what they killed when they paved over some of the best dirt in the county. Sign reads "Red Roost Tavern."

**BEST PLACE TO DANCE IN Tijuana**

- **BABY BOO**
  - 1687 AVENIDA MEXICO, Tijuana
  - 661/685-54-44

  This 1500-capacity nightclub and concert venue is somewhat remote from the under-21 age crowd, where you can slip around. This is a bit of the city, but it's a place you can bucket and people who come from themselves, and see the sky in the bucket. Buckets they really haven't changed.

**TATTOOS & BODY PIERCING**

**EXPERIENCED ARTISTS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY**

- Portfolio and references a must
- Quality commission paid
- Superb location and atmosphere
- Comfortable work spaces
- First-class studio

**CONTACT GARY OR DAVE**

PAGER 619-989-5975 FAX 760-737-9355 E-MAIL bodytemple@sd.com

**BODY TEMPLE TATTOO STUDIO**

OPEN FOR THE MILLENNIUM
from month to month. The Shambles manage to evoke rock's glory days without making the audience feel like graying-old baby boomers, mixing in Humblebee, Badfinger, and Nick Lowe tunes with power-pop originals and the occasional unreleased Beatles rarity lifted from singer/guitarist Bert Mendes's eclectic hoarding collection.

**BEST PLACE TO HEAR THE LIGHTS OUT VS. REAL JAZZ ARGUMENT**

**GRAND GRILL**

**NEW YEAR'S EVE GETAWAY**

**GRAND BALLROOM**

The U.S. Grant Hotel invites you to welcome the millennium with us!

**Join the biggest New Year's Eve party in San Diego**

Jaime Valle & Equinox
Salsa, Merengue & Latin Jazz
Lou Berger & the Berger Kings
Dixieland
The Big Daddy Orchestra
Swing
The Deacons Hill Country Blues

**THE GRANT GRILL**

The Grant Grill will present an incomparable five-course dinner at 6:00 pm and 9:00 pm.

Several menus will be available to choose from. 6:00 pm or 9:00 pm using $75 per person includes tax and gratuity.

**THE GRAND BALLROOM**

In addition to the dinners offered in the Grant Grill, the Grand Ballroom will feature an outstanding survey of internationally themed food stations appealing to every palate. Each is available for individual purchase.

Please call early. Reservations are now being accepted:
619-232-3121

The U.S. Grant Hotel congratulates
Jaime Valle voted "Best Local Musician" 1999 San Diego Reader's Best.
SAN DIEGO'S BICYCLING SUPERSTORE

VOTED CALIFORNIA'S BEST BICYCLE SHOP

All bikes come assembled, with FREE LIFETIME SERVICE.
- Road
- Mountain
- Kids' BMX
- Full-suspension
- Front-suspension
- Accessories
- Youth trade-up program

www.bikeusasandiego.com

SPORTS ARENA
2000 Sports Arena Blvd. San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 222-2513

KEARNY MESA
7750 Kearny Mesa Rd. San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 560-0666

LA MESA
8728 Lee Rd. Suite A201 La Mesa, CA 91941
(619) 461-9680

NORTH PARK
3020 Adams Ave. San Diego, CA 92113
(619) 282-4500

EL CAJON
540 N. 3rd St. El Cajon, CA 92020
(619) 588-6222

ESCONDIDO
216 W. Main St. Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 734-3844

Voted Reader's Best 1999
Readers' Ballot Winner

Voted Best 1998 & 1999
Union-Tribune Readers Poll

Voted 14th Best in the U.S.

FRESH AIR
ARE YOU STRESSED! DO YOU HAVE MUSCLE ACHES AND PAINS?
TREAT YOURSELF TO A PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE!

Two great packages to choose from:

FIVE HALF-HOUR MASSAGES
ONLY $69 VALUE $115

FOUR ONE-HOUR MASSAGES
ONLY $159 VALUE $220

WE OFFER A DIFFERENT KIND OF SERVICE.
• Get a therapeutic massage in your area
• Choose from over 70 licensed providers in San Diego County
• Our goal is to provide the highest standard of quality in ethics and services

OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE
In our offices or your home / Out-of-town travelers / Business wellness programs
Gift Certificates Available

FEEL HEALTHIER AND MORE ENERGETIC!
IT'S EASY AND AFFORDABLE!

Call toll-free:
1-887-9-MASSAGE, ext. 55
(1-887-962-7724)

People-fixers
11604 Caminito Arroyo
San Diego, CA 92130

We fix people... naturally

Check out our 7-page Web site: www.peoplefixers.signedsandiego.com

Satisfaction Guaranteed - Gift Certificates Available
From the earliest days, Thousand Mile was an idea that sprang up on a back-packing trip. It was an idea that surfaced again and again on the beach, and one that emerged from the snow. The idea was to be comfortable whatever the weather, to be able to travel and enjoy that which we are here to intrinsically appreciate. Thousand Mile started as a vision of two people. Their idea focused on building quality functional, well-designed goods. As the idea gathered momentum from the input, feedback, and support of others, the company was born. Modern technology affects the opportunity to more readily and comfortably appreciate and enjoy the wonders of Mother Nature. Because of this we push ourselves ever further. We find ways to break barriers that were thought impossible, and we continue to improve in month after month.

Our goal is to hold quality goods and designs that stand out of the crowd. Our reputation for providing superior outdoor clothing and outerwear gains amplitude with every satisfied customer we accommodate. What you will find here is something different. We are proud to have the opportunity to be a part of every occasion in which our customers depend upon our goods and designs, and we are honored to participate in their experiences. In less than a decade, our July shows have matured into an everlasting reality. Our vision at Thousand Mile is to convert the Oceanside location into a hub of outdoor activities.

Help us achieve our goal by attending our Special Fall Sales Event October 1-31
20%-70% on all winter stock items.

Receive a free Archive Event Tee with every purchase $100 with this coupon.

2005 S. OCEAN BLVD., OCEANSIDE
END OF RENT TO TYPICAL BUILDING
WITH PETROGLYPH GRAVITY-
THOUSAND MILE
2050 PASEO DEL NORTE, SUITE 114 B
COMMERCE STORE MALL SOUTH OF CAB COUNTRY CARAVAN
Shop Online: www.thousandmile.com
Call (760) 721-4343 for any questions & free catalog.
plants but you'll also visit one of the most engaging palm oases this side of the international border. The Native California fan palms in the canyon grow in several groves, the first of which is easily accessible via a 1.5-mile hiking trail into the canyon's narrow mouth. In summer, temperatures in the canyons are intolerable at midday, tolerable during the hour or two before dusk, and downright pleasant before sun up — when you'll likely have the place to yourself. In winter or early spring, when wildflowers may burst, hundreds of people travel the trail daily.

**BEST PLACE TO PLAY PICKUP SOCCER**
- **MISSION BEACH**

**MISSION BEACH**
- **MISSION BAY PARK**
- **EAST SIDE, NEAR CLAIRSDALE AND SEA WORLD DRIVE**

On Wednesdays during daylight-saving time, around 5:30 in the evening, more British men than you know lived in San Diego gather on the east side of Mission Bay Park to play a bit of football. The Brits will let you play even if they don't exactly give you a warm welcome. But if you exhibit an ample amount of skill and, more importantly, grit, you'll earn their respect. Be prepared for fast-paced and very physical soccer — er, football. A word to the wise: the word soccer is strictly prohibited; the field should be called the pitch, the teams referred to as sides, the game called a match or a tie, and a tie is a draw. And you never take a shot, you have a shot. Get off 1-5 at Clairmont Drive and head toward the bay. Go left on Mission Bay and the first large grass area you come to is the pitch.

**PLAY PICKUP BASKETBALL**
- **ALLIED GARDENS**
- **INTERNATIONAL BASKETBALL COURT**
- **GREENHILL AVENUE**
  - **819-315-6709**

The skill level may be higher at Municipal Gym in Balboa Park and Ponceo Park, but we prefer the gym at Allied Gardens to both. The play is athletic, but what makes Allied Gardens the best is their management of the games. An employee keeps time — 11 minutes, running clock — and the score on the scoreboard. This eliminates the long arguments about score that plague pickup basketball, and it shortens disputes about foul calls.

**BEST (2-WHEEL-DRIVE) AUTO TOUR**
- **OLD HIGHWAY 80 — MOUNTAIN TRIBUTE**
- **OLD HIGHWAY 90 — SIERRA HIGHWAY TRIBUTE**

The roughly triangular-shaped configuration of Old Highway 80, Susanian Highway, and southernmost Highway 79 provides eye-popping vistas of the heart of San Diego County's scenic backcountry. You can pick up the triangle off Interstate 8 near Duncan's or at Pine Valley and spend

---

**What would you call a world-class spa and fitness club located in a three-level architectural wonder?**

**Why, simply the best.**

**The Best Spa Facilities**

- **The Best Acupuncturist**
- **The Best Facials**
- **The Best Massage**

**The Spa at the Sporting Club at Aventine**

- **858-713-1866**
  - **50-Minute Massage**
  - **50-Minute Facial**
  - **1 Personal Training Session**
  - **Aromatherapy Spa Pedicure**
  - **Paraffin Treatment**

**The Spa at the Sporting Club at Aventine**

- **858-713-1866**
  - **50-Minute Massage**
  - **50-Minute Facial**
  - **1 Personal Training Session**
  - **Aromatherapy Spa Pedicure**
  - **Paraffin Treatment**
The Best Gift

- 1. Santa or Etcetera - Ornaments - $2.50 each
- 2. Toiletries - Toiletries - $3.50 each
- 3. Books - Books - $4.50 each
- 4. Candles - Candles - $5.50 each
- 5. Flowers - Flowers - $6.50 each

Miles of scenic jeep-road touring, punctuated by a couple of narrow (or plain terrifying) passages, characterize the 30-mile Popo Mountain to Split Mountain west-to-east traverse across the midsection of Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. The first

Everything you need to put your best foot forward

Our complete line of bicycles, mountain bikes and cruisers by Dyno, Raleigh, Schwinn and GT makes us your best source for bikes in Ocean Beach!

Hablamos/Español! Nos especializamos en todos los tipos de bicicleta y aparato de ejercicio (Schwinn).

Our staff of Schwinn Certified Mechanics is available for repairs on all brands.

We also carry a full line of Schwinn exercise equipment.

Recumbent Bike

Johnny G. Spinister

1930 Bacon Street
619.229.3908 Fax: 619.223.1902
Hi-Tech Bikes
Grand Opening Party & Sale
October 1 & 2
11am-7pm
Free Refreshments
New Location
6162 C Mission Gorge Rd.
San Diego, CA 92120

KLEIN Kestrel Gallant Design

Litespeed
#1 California Dealer
San Diego's Only Authorized Dealer
Kestrel and Gallant Design Dealer

www.hi-techbikes.com
(888) 561-BIKE
(619) 454-0600

If it's worth riding, we sell it.
Let us help find the BEST bike for you.

MOUNTAIN • ROAD • TRIATHLON

Hi-Tech Bikes
Grand Opening Party & Sale
October 1 & 2
11am-7pm
Free Refreshments
New Location
6162 C Mission Gorge Rd.
San Diego, CA 92120

KLEIN Kestrel Gallant Design

Litespeed
#1 California Dealer
San Diego's Only Authorized Dealer
Kestrel and Gallant Design Dealer

www.hi-techbikes.com
(888) 561-BIKE
(619) 696-1311

few miles, on Pinyon Mountain Road, begins insidiously enough. But soon enough "The Square," a passage hemmed in by rock juts over six feet apart, and the one-way "Pinyon Mountain Dropoff" into upper Pinyon Wash separate the bold and foolish from the timid and prudent operators of four-wheel-drive machines. By the ten-mile mark, the route enters the drainage of Fish Creek, and the remaining miles of mostly sandy truck take you through the fascinating Carrizo Badlands and an imposing cliff called Split Mountain.

BEST BIKE TRIP ON SKINNY TIRES
A COUNTY HIGHWAY 52 FROM HIGHWAY 9 TO OSWALD
Lock much of the work to gravity and a prevailing tailwind as you glide down the 17-mile asphalt ribbon of County Highway 52, now known as Highway 9, from Warner Springs to Osweald alongside Interstate 15. The typical midday-to-afternoon breeze blows steadily in your favor; northwest to southeasterly, around a third of the year. Then start to finish you gain 1850 feet of elevation and lose 3000 feet of elevation, for a net loss of 4500 feet. The trip begins in a ponderosa forest, dotted with oaks and cottonwoods, descends into high-desert scrub and concludes amid the pines, oaks, and cactus of low-elevation Anza-Borrego. Tread carefully: Just pull into the county park at Aguas Calientes Hot Springs for a dip and soak. Make this a one-way trip by having someone in a car meet you at selected intervals along the route — or at least pick you up at Osweald.

BEST FAT-TIRE BIKE TOUR
A MOUNTAIN TRAIL
The "single-track" Noble Canyon Trail in the Laguna Mountains, built for biking and horse travel, has become one of the most popular and exciting mountain-biking routes in Southern California. To take advantage of the ten-mile trail's 1760-foot net elevation loss, start at the Penasquitos trailhead, north of the village of Mount Laguna, and finish up at the lower trailhead, off Pine Creek Road near Pine Valley. Or ride the trail in the uphill direction, returning on a 15-mile stretch of pavement consisting of Sunrise Highway and Old Highway 90.

FREE ACCESSORIES UP TO $100 VALUE
UP TO $100 IN ACCESSORIES INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE.
"10 OFF ANY PURCHASE OR REPAIR OF $50 OR MORE"
UP TO $10 OFF ANY PURCHASE OR REPAIR OF $50 OR MORE.
FREE ACCESSORIES UP TO $100 VALUE.
IN STORES ONLY FOR 1 DAY OR WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
OFFERS MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF PURCHASE.
OFFERS MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF PURCHASE TO QUALIFY.
ROOF RACKS

U.S. OPEN SANDCASTLE COMPETITION IMPERIAL BEACH

Imperial Beach still gets doused all over the place for not having evolved into a Del Mar, but nobody questions their ability to build castles in the air — of sand. It's "U.S. Open Sandcastle Competition" is now recognized as the biggest in the country. In 25th year is coming up, and yes, you can get overwhelmed by the professionals who come in to build those too-perfect giant structures and grab the $2,000 in prizes, but there are plenty of amateur and kids' categories. And the whole thing still has a nice small-town feel about it. Besides, it happens in July so you have a year to practice.

The Best Fencing Club in San Diego

CABRILLO ACADEMY OF THE SWORD
- Beginner's Classes - Advanced Tournaments
- Labs of Expert Suits and Swords
- Instruction in Theoretical Swordplay
1199 Adams Dr. [at Bretton Drive in Naval Base]
Open 6 days a week

The Best in Hot Air Ballooning! Special

SAN DIEGO'S BEST AFFORDABLE Passport to Italy

Special rates or trips to your Italy are available for 50% of the price. A truly memorable experience.

Roof Racks

CARGO BOXES

The Best Window ON THE UNIVERSE
- MOUNT LAGUNA OBSERVATORY
- 619-254-4182

The noise of light pollution affecting San Diego's mountains and desert at night tightens every year as cities from Palm Springs and Mexico to Los Angeles and San Diego spill ever-greater quantities of artificial light upwards and sideways into the atmosphere, and more and more of the Milky Way's luminous art is obscured by upward-reaching domes of glare. Near the center of the noise, boasting the darkest of dark skies in our country, are the Laguna Mountains, creating at about 6000 feet of elevation. San Diego State University has operated its modest-sized Mount Laguna Observatory, hidden off Sunset Highway, since the late 1960s. The public is welcome to visit the observatory's 21-inch visitor telescope on summer-weekend evenings. Otherwise, use turnouts along Sunnyside Highway, north of Interstate 8, or gaze at the heavens unaided.

The Best Beach Walking Route
- MISSION BAY
- MISSION BEACH
- MISSION BEACH BOARDWALKS MISSION BEACH

Start on the boardwalk by the Centennial. Travel down the length of sidewalks, passing hotels, condominiums, and three-story rentals. Scoop around South Mission Bay's jetty, and turn back along the boardwalk. Traverse this stretch of sandy beach and blue sky on the left, letting the eye wander to the right, where diverse dwellings — elaborate and modern, fusty and quaint, windy '70s, Mission '60s, French Riviera, Cape Cod — reveal what wasn't noticed the time before. By the halfway mark — between Harms's on the south and the Mission Cafe on the north — feel the full stretch of stride, circumvent near collisions with bladders and boarders. If the light's green at circle's completion, crossing over Mission Boulevard at Starbucks before winding back through Pacific Beach Drive to the bay, revel in the virtue: for 70 minutes, you didn't stop.

Thank You
San Diego Reader Readers for voting

The BEST Fitness Club!
hooley [.; poss. Hindust. hoolie, a Hindu festival, brought back by Irish soldiers] Extended celebration, usually involving the consumption of alcohol.

TAKE A TRIP TO IRELAND WITHOUT THE JET LAG!

Come experience the warm, friendly atmosphere of an authentic Irish pub. Try our famous fish and chips along with our succulent steaks, seafood, salads, and more. Try the perfect pint of Guinness and enjoy live music Wednesdays through Sundays. Brewery close and worlds away.

Hours Open:
Monday-Thursday 11:00 am-1:00 am
Friday-Saturday 11:00 am-2:00 am
Sunday 11:00 am-1:00 am
Happy Hours:
Monday and Tuesday ALL DAY!
Wednesday-Sunday 2:00 pm-7:00 pm

hooley's
IRISH PUB & GRILL

619.670.PINT (7468)
Hwy 94 at Campo Road
Next to Edwards Cinema
Rancho San Diego
An Authentic Irish Pub for the Whole Family
Winner: 
Best Mexican Restaurant

4 YEAR GOLD MEDALLION
SAN DIEGO RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION
1997-1999 UNION TRIBUNE READERS’ CHOICE
1998-1999 SAN DIEGO MAGAZINE READERS’ CHOICE

CATERING
OPEN
7 AM
7 DAYS
A WEEK

FOOD TO GO

JOIN THE FIESTA
ALL THE SPECIALTIES OF MEXICO
• SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND DINNER
• ROTISSERIE CHICKEN & RIBS • FRESH HANDMADE TORTILLAS
• CARNITAS • AWARD WINNING MARGARITAS
2489 SAN DIEGO AVENUE • 297-4330

EXPERIENCE EXTRAORDINARY PERSIAN CUISINE
"The finest Persian cuisine in the city."

The Area’s Top Restaurant Award 1999
Best Ethnic Restaurant Award 1998
Best of Gaslamp Award 1998

San Diego Home & Garden Magazine
Readers’ Choice Winner 1998
Best New Restaurant Award 1997
San Diego Home & Garden Magazine

"The Best of 1996"
Stephen Seltzer

Persian food is primarily the rice and accompaniments.
We use fresh ingredients and 100% pure vegetable oil
with no artificial ingredients or additives.

Recommended By:
Steve and Stacy, Winona Lee, San Diego Reader, Uptown, San Diego Union Tribune, San Diego Magazine

1450-1454 B St., SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
1-2 1/2 blocks north of San Diego County Courthouse
619-234-0111

At Bandar you are always special to us.
The best place to be a Greek once a week!

Greek and International Music Wednesday through Sunday.

Fire Table Dance every Saturday Night.

Exotic Middle-Eastern Belly Dancing Wednesday through Sunday.

GREEK VILLAGE RESTAURANT & TAVERNA
DANCE. DINE AND DRINK IN THE GREEK FASHION
760-603-9"OPA" (672)

6300 Pines Del Norte • Carlsbad
Catering • Patio Dining • Parties welcome.
Open Mon. 11 am-3 pm, Tues.-Thurs. 11 am-8 pm, Fri.-Sun. 11 am-midnight

Discover Spain
at San Diego's Most Authentic Spanish Restaurant.

Sevilla
Cuisine of Spain

GASLAMP
555 Fourth Avenue
619.233.5979

RIVERSIDE
3252 Mission Ave.
909.778.0611

www.cafesevilla.com

"Like visiting Spain without the airfare."
—George Wider, The San Diego Union

"It's absolutely lovely, romantic and a bit exotic."
—The San Diego Union-Tribune

"The place is high energy — Body and good food make all the stops at Sevilla are hearty and robust, both in taste and in size of portion."
—Glenn Wider, The San Diego Union

Voted "Best Spanish," "Best Spanish Tapas," "Best Late Night Dining" & "Best Ambiance."
When you can't go to India, we bring India to you...

Featuring a full menu including tandoori, exotic curries, Indian desserts and a large selection of vegetarian dishes.

Celebrating 8 years in San Diego!

**All-You-Can-Eat Dinner Buffet** $5.95
Offered Monday through Thursday. Full menu also available.

**Special Offer**

Get a 20% discount on your order when you dine in.

**Every Sunday**

**Sushi Buffet**

Special Offer: 2 for $15.00

**Barbecued Ribs**

Try our signature barbecue rib dishes for only $15.00.

**Cuisine of India**

Located at 3621 Black Mountain Rd. - 861-9310

**Ashoka the Great**

10% off banquet and private dining events.

---

The best authentic Mexican food in San Diego.

Family owned since 1979.

Everyone's welcome — see you soon!

**Mission Gorge**

6122 Mission Gorge Rd.
619-295-3040

**Napa/Morena**

2391 Napa St.
619-562-1463

**Del Mar/Carlsbad Valley**

3510 Valley Center Dr.
858-350-1468

**Mira Mesa**

1937 Camino Ruiz
858-495-1461

**Tito Leo's 20th Anniversary 1979-1999**
their regional preferences, barbecue lovers agree that the sauce ought not to be too sweet. This can mask flavors of smoke and meat and spice. The sauce at Bar-B-Que is Memphis-style: sweet but balanced by smoke and an orange tang. The barbecue is regional, authentic, fantastic. Try the chopped pork sandwich or the sliced beef and ham combo sandwich. Booms the point near the door of the barbecue chef at work. Part Dari, part Bosch. Claw-footed tanks of "Good Stuff" and "Really Good Stuff" are connected to smoker and sauce receptacles by spidery, spirally pipes. Gears and belts manage mysterious motions as a hickory-and-propylene-fueled stone pumps heat into the system.

1421 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BLOOMINGTON
618-333-9723

"Gourmet" does not mean a burger made from meat that would otherwise be steak tartar, nor a burger drenched with fancy — morel mushrooms and Roquefort cheese, for example. "Gourmet" means a burger made from meat of sufficient quality that when the waiter asks, "And how would you like that done?" he or she does not follow your request for rare or medium-rare with the disclaimer, "The best we can do is medium."

Texture is at least part of the pleasure of eating, and there are those who feel that meat, even ground beef, that is not browned throughout has a pleasant texture and a better chance of being sufficiently juicy to boot. Montana meats between stately, comfortable restaurant and trendy, too-modern bistros, but it makes a fine cheeseburger for $6.95. Rare is not red here, but it's very pink and dripping with gravy goodness. The slice of tomato is ripe, the red onion is fresh, and the steak fries have an extra crisp, almost battered exterior.

BEST REGULAR BURGER

MONTANA'S AMERICAN GRILL
91900 23RD AVENUE
MONTANA BEACH
760-336-8833

It seems like the universal medium of television ought to reflect in its advertising what the average person believes. But it doesn't; you have to have a leap of money to advertise on television, which makes you different from the average person, no matter what your focus groups tell you. How strange to watch the burger chains talk in TV commercials about whose burger tastes better, when everybody knows that most fast-food burgers taste a lot like dried shoe leather.

CELEBRATING OUR 7TH YEAR OF AWARD-WINNING MICRO BREWS!

Here's what's brewing at Hops...

Happy Hour Every Day
Sunday noon-8 pm • Monday-Saturday 4-7 pm and 10 pm-close

BUCKS Brews
House Wines
Well Drinks
$250

Monthly Beer Dinners and Tasting
Join us at a 3-course dinner including beers specially chosen to complement each course. All of our beers are brewed on site, using the freshest barley and hops. Join our brewer, Chuck Shee, for a tour of our brewery.

Call us for info and reservations.

BISTRO • AND • BREWERY
American Bistro Cuisine
Featuring pasta, pizza, fresh seafood, salads, sandwiches and more.

Eight selections available on tap daily.

4911 LA Jolla Village Drive
UTC NEXT TO MAC'S • USA 587-0477
WWW.HOPS.ORG/HOMEBREW.COM

" WHERE GOOD TIMES ARE ALWAYS ON TAP"
Bringing you the Best the Ocean has to Offer... without the Sand

Much of the problem stems from the chauvinism of the patty — there's just not enough meat to hold any juices during cooking. Not so at Hodad's in Ocean Beach. The burger is thick. The patty, respectively thick, is dense without being tough — juicy and delicious. The veggies are fresh. They don't ask you how you would like it cooked; they know you will like how they cook it. Bonus: Late-period Elvis on black velvet; poster of the O.B. Space Man (1909-1993) tipping back a bottle of Gauloises White Port!

Simply the most stunning view from any restaurant in San Diego!

A Tradition of Great Mexican Food since the 1920s

Take a trip back into the history of Old La Mesa in this charming historic building. Paris dining and romantic fireplace add to the intimate and relaxing atmosphere.

Casa Blanca
2906 La Mesa Blvd. • La Mesa / 619-466-9285

Pine Hills Lodge & Dinner Theatre

Experience the warm and charming not easily found in today's haste and hustle world, at the lodge.

Explore the productions at the theater while you enjoy a lakeside dinner!

Enjoy incredible cooking! 7 days a week with daily specials. By the way, Friday is Fish Fry Buffet and Sunday is our wonderful Brunch.

 제가는 260 Le Parks Way • Aliso
For more information call: 760-744-1100
terian Mexican food and bakes its own whole-grain rolls and breads every morning. The delicious Soup, quiche, pastries, and rolls made from fresh baked goods are particularly good.

**BEST GREASY SPOON BREAKFAST**

**MARY SITA'S CAFE**
14609 OLD HIGHWAY 80
EL CAJON
619-250-1973

Back when Janise's Cafe in Hillcrest was the juice Club (which is, by the way, stout and full of life), the place featured a poster comparing breakfasts. On the right, a fried egg, all seasoned-butter brown and bacon-grease shiny, promising artistic and juvenile prospects. On the right, a bright pink juice Club smoothie, radiant health and happiness. "Which would you rather have for breakfast?" read the caption.

One can't help feeling sorry for these healthy people, as they engage in the most obvious sort of propaganda in their effort to conceal the fact (possibly from themselves) that fat tastes good. And while a person who even still for nine hours a day shouldn't load up on a country breakfast every morning, the occasional celebratory feast at Mary Sita's Cafe is an important part of being a well-adjusted positive person. The bacon and egg, prepared from nearby Crown's Meats, are the best and best-cooked you'll ever have. The portions are enormous. The egg is perfect, the potato sliced thin and nicely crisped on the outside. Stick with grapefruit juice over orange or lemon cash.

**BEST PHILLY CHEESE STEAK**

**SAN DIEGO'S BEST BREAKFAST!**
Over 30 Omelets to choose from!

12-Egg Iron Man/Woman Omelet and more!

- $2 Off Breakfast or Lunch Entree
- With our Online Coupon

Champagne Always $5 a Glass
or $3 a Bottle

The Best of Free Fruit

**BEST DIVALVE SANDWICH**

**SANDWICH**

**ALON'S BROWN BAG CAFE & RESTAURANT**
14609 OLD HIGHWAY 80
EL CAJON
619-250-1973

According to the framed, yellowing "This Fork" on the wall at Alon's Brown Bag, Reader writer Ed Bufflehead did not have enough money to try the Philly cheese steak ($5.49) when he visited. His loss; there are plenty of other items on the menu, many of them bearing the prefix "Mama's Home-made" and many of them tempting, but the sandwich painted on the wall above the door is a Philly cheese, and the smell that pulls on every food-related cell in your body as you pass by it is that of frying steak, drenched in melting cheese, mixing with onions and peppers. Slices such as this made from Italian cold cut and the like should only be made after the pilgrimage is complete and the Philly cheese has become a part of you.

The first thing that strikes you is the tenderness of the oh-so-thin-fries of beef. Then the richness kicks in, and you find yourself nodding in affirmation as you chew, agreeing with everything about this wonderful sandwich.

Our #1 Deep Dish pizza is just the tip of the menu.

You'll also love our delicious Pastas, Salads, Sandwiches, Steaks, Ribs, Thin Crust Pizzas and other delicious entrées.

**PIZZERIA UNO**

**Best Restaurant In Class.**

- Restaurants & Institutions Magazine
- National Consumer Survey, 1999

SAN DIEGO

Pacific Beach 4465 Mission Boulevard (between Grand & Getem) (858) 495-4143
Fashion Valley Mall (619) 298-1866
NORTHRIDGE
Northridge Fashion Center 9301 Tampa Avenue (818) 882-8667
CHULA VISTA
Chula Vista Mall At 5th and H (619) 420-8660
clam sandwich ($4.75), fried onion rings ($2.50), beer. (Or, if you're feeling cheeky, a bottle of
wine. The selection is outstanding and fairly priced, and they offer several half-bottles.) Find a place to
sit outside, where you can gaze lustfully at those symbols of liq-
uid wealth, the boats. Sip your beer and munch your clam
sandwich — such
crunchy crumbs, such
tangy sourdough bread — alternating with onion rings so
delicious they almost
derive their own

**THE BEST PLACE TO TASTE REAL CALIFORNIA CUISINE**

O AGRICULTURAL DISCOVERY INDIAN RESERVATION,
NEAR SANTA YSABEL
CONTACT LESLIE

Della

says, “If there was
even more, we knew
the treats would be
good. When
the East Wind blew,
we knew they were
ready for picking. We'd
smash them up,
leach out the bitter-
ness in warm water,
and then boil it till it
became like a jelly.
But then it
becomes hard. White
people who tried it
ever liked it, but it
was our main food.”
Audaea must
be a healthy diet.
Della, 94, and
husband Eddy, 88, are
fit as fiddles.
“Then only one
person left who makes it now,” Dells
says. “Flora Papa's
son, Leslie. When he
has it he sells it for
$5 a square.” New
health food?

**BEST BERTO'S**

O BERTO'S
IN WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE.

**HILLSBERRY**

619-265-3247

It's 10:00 p.m., do you know where your
knees are? Everyone can find something at
Cly Del. Cevy tables and
deluxe booths feature
mini jubalios
(Person Cevy, Divis, the
Beales, the Sepulveda)
and van of lobster
dill pickles. Counter
bartenders' welcome
diners and drunks.
City Dell's / Imbist
always open — closed
Christmas Eve and
New Year's Day — so
the next time you have
a hankering for coffee
and toast at midnight
or you can't wait
the six hours for the
meatloaf ($6.95)
with sprouts, mush-
rooms, bell peppers,
and chard, head for
Third and University
and hope for a booth in
back.

**BEST AMERICAN CUISINE**

O GEORGE'S AT THE
1350 PROSPECT
STREET,
LA JOLLA
858-454-2344

Try the five-course
tasting menu, which
changes seasonally. A
recent menu included
tossed baby beets
with smoked salmon;
fish cracker with
baby zucchini cappuc-
cino, oven-dried
tomato, pine nuts;
and a lemon-basil vinai-
gotto; corn- and-lob-
ster gratins, grilled.

**BEST FRENCH PROVINCIAL**

JOHN TRAVALE
Morgan's Frozen Sea

CHRIS MANGONE
Greece-Word Wines

NICHOLAS PRELOGH
Academy Award Winning Design, 56 FT

CARLOS RABALAIX
Academy Award Winning Design, 56 FT

**STAR OF INDIA**

Authentic Indian Cuisine

Simply the best of healthy food

* New Indian Style, Low Calorie, High Fiber

* Legumes Vegetables, Meat Broth, Garlic, Chili, Silver Fish, Pandos

Give us a call and we can make it special.

CAB: 1-888-PICK-123 www.winerica.com

**BEST 1999**

LA JOLLA CAMEL VALLEY SAN DIEGO

**BEST LATE-NIGHT NOSH**

O CITY ALL DAY 235 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

**BEST JEWISH**

O D.A. ABRAMS 6600 ALVARADO ROAD

COLLEGE AREA 858-265-3218

The dell's six-foot sandwich comes with a choice of three
include roast beef, turkey, corned beef, and pastrami
and choice of two
of several cheeses, along with
dill pickles, and a salad.

The restaurant's
cramped, without
self-serve bar in San
Cevy, the Marlin
sandwiches are
prepared from
scratch, and the dish
salads (such as the
cotija cheese and
tomato) are
The meat and
crunchy cheese are
excellent. The smoked
turkey and onion roll — one of 102
sandwiches — is

**BEST WINE**

**BEST GREAT FOOD**

GREAT MUSIC

GREAT FUN!

BUFFALO JOE'S
AMERICAN RESTAURANT & BAR
600 BIRTH AVENUE - GASTLAMP
619.236.1616
www.buffalojoes.com

Spectacular Marina View Dining!

SHERIDAN'S FROM lifting CAFE & BAR

PAPAS PLACE
at PAPA'S JACK GASTLAMP
619.666.2672. 502 8TH AVE.
AT BLAND AVE. DOWNTOWN
WWW.PAPASJACK.COM

ONE LAST FLING
BEFORE THE RING!!

BACHELORETTE PARTY

SOUTH BEACH
OPEN LATE NIGHT!

Appetizers

- Papas' - fresh shrimp stuffed with fresh crabmeat mantou and scallions 4.00
- Mushroom Bruschetta 4.00
- Grilled Calamari 6.00
- Grilled Scallops 7.00
- Grilled Octopus 8.00
- Grilled Salmon 10.00
- Grilled Tuna 12.00
- Grilled Shrimp 14.00
- Grilled Chicken 16.00
- Grilled Pork 18.00
- Grilled Beef 20.00
- Grilled Steak 22.00
- Grilled Veal 24.00
- Grilled Turkey 26.00
- Grilled Tofu 28.00
- Grilled Quinoa 30.00
- Grilled Rice 32.00
- Grilled Pasta 34.00
- Grilled Noodles 36.00
- Grilled Potatoes 38.00
- Grilled Sweet Potatoes 40.00
- Grilled Carrots 42.00
- Grilled Beets 44.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 46.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 48.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 50.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 52.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 54.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 56.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 58.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 60.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 62.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 64.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 66.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 68.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 70.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 72.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 74.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 76.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 78.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 80.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 82.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 84.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 86.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 88.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 90.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 92.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 94.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 96.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 98.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 100.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 102.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 104.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 106.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 108.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 110.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 112.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 114.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 116.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 118.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 120.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 122.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 124.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 126.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 128.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 130.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 132.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 134.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 136.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 138.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 140.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 142.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 144.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 146.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 148.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 150.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 152.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 154.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 156.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 158.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 160.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 162.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 164.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 166.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 168.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 170.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 172.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 174.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 176.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 178.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 180.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 182.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 184.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 186.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 188.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 190.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 192.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 194.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 196.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 198.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 200.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 202.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 204.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 206.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 208.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 210.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 212.00
- Grilled Collard Greens 214.00
- Grilled Collar...
SAN DIEGO'S FAVORITE PLACE FOR BREAKFAST AND LUNCH
2947 Pacific Avenue • San Diego • 563-8204
Open Daily 7:00 am to 2:30 pm

And Now Our Newest Location!

SAN DIEGO'S #1 INDIAN RESTAURANT
Exotic Cuisine of India
2975 Fifth Avenue, San Diego • 619-250-3155
Validated Parking (inside Horton Plaza Complex)
www.bombayrestaurant.com

ALFONSO'S of La Jolla
Award-Winning Mexican Cuisine
Since 1971
Lunch • Dinner • Catering • Food To Go
1251 Prospect • La Jolla
(858) 454-2222
Open Daily • 11 am-2 am
Major credit cards accepted

“San Diego’s #1 Indian Restaurant”
- Eleanor Widmer, San Diego Reader
Voted “Best Indian Restaurant”
- San Diego Magazine Critics’ Poll
Winner of the 1999 Zagat Award for Best Indian Restaurant
Perfection... ready to be discovered.

Fresh seafood, delicious pastas, prime steaks, sandwiches, salads, soups, desserts.

Seaside Cafe
1243 South Ponce de Leon Avenue
340-0434

Sunday Champagne Buffet Brunch - Beat the Clock and Save...

BEST BRUNCH IN TOWN!
$12.95

FROM 10:00 AM TO 2:30 PM $4.95
THE PRICE IS ONLY...

Contents: Poached eggs, omelets, cold loaves, fresh breads, muffins, fruit, Pastries, salad bar, cold meat, cheese, nuts, pastries, croissants, breakfast meats, and much more...

BEST GREEK RESTAURANT

GREEK MARKET 108 W. 2ND STREET DOWNTOWN 619-234-1995

Athens Market's latest addition is a fish called ourpas, which is flown in from the Aegean Sea. It may be broiled or roasted and served with side dishes of olive oil and rice. It can be missed. The garlic sauce is a good secret: it's all made fresh in house.

BEST輪 aims to please everyone.

BAKED IN FREE ENTRÉE

Ocean View Dining

- Fresh Fish
- Salad
- Pasta
- Ice Cream
- Live Entertainment

- Build-Your-Own Brownie Bar Saturdays and Sundays
- SATURDAY LUNCH - DINER - DINNER

- 720 Grand Avenue
- (818) 975-9699
- Free Delivery - Open 7 Days

Try Fred's New Specials

2 Lobster Tacos, Rice & Beans

Grande Burritos Double The Size! 14.75

- (805) 463-4242
- 11005 Rosecrans Ave
- Pacific Beach

Freds Mexican Cafe
- 145 S. Pacific Beach Ave.
- Pacific Beach
- (858) 583-4242
Results of the San Diego Reader's BEST 1999 Ballots

Thanks to our readers who participated in the 83rd annual Reader's Ballot. Winery of the Month was named at the 1998 Readers Choice Awards at Club Montage. L. Clark, Pamela Davis, Philip Layton, Alito Paez, Ellen Proctor, Dave Rehan, Kayleigh Allin, Jim Michael Whalen and Jennifer Wood.

Best Bank: Wise Monkey Orchestra

Best Techs: Wuhan

Best Country: Best of the Sons of Johnny Cash

Best Chili: Slick Riders

Best Sports: The Redwoods

Best Jazz: Greyboy Allstars

Best Shows: Candy Kane

Best Ski: Skiing

Best Steakhouse: Buck-O-Nine

Best Haircut: Jaime Vallee

Best Hair Salon: Greyboy Allstars

Best Bread Bakery: Primo Hair Design

Best Bread Bakery: Le Bambou

Best Bakery: Hotel Del Coronado

Best Thai Restaurant: Taste of Thai

Best Ethnic Restaurant: Old Town Mexican Cafe

Best Mexican Restaurant: Cafe Jalapeno

Best Spanish Restaurant: Sammy's California Woodfired Pizza

Best Vegetarian Restaurant: The Vegetarian Zone

Best Steakhouse: Outback Steakhouse

Best French Restaurant: La Provence

Best Indian Restaurant: Star of India

Best Italian Restaurant: Seattle Wine Bar

Best Japanese Restaurant: Kari Strauss Brewery

Best Sports Bar: Semi's Restaurant

Best Sports Bar: La Provence

Best Karaoke Bar: 16th Century Del Mar North

Best Bar: Bike USA

Best Bar: The Diamond Source

Best Bar: Trader Joe's

Best Bar: Henry's Marketplace

Best Bar: Extraordinary Desserts

Best Bar: Buffalo Exchange

Best Bar: Club Montage

Best Bar: Bed & Breakfast

Best Bar: Body Beautiful Car Wash

Best Bar: Diamonds

Best Bar: Caffeine Connection

Best Bar: Bike USA

Best Bar: The Diamond Source

Best Bar: Trader Joe's

Best Bar: Henry's Marketplace

Best Bar: Extraordinary Desserts

Best Bar: Buffalochon Exchange

Best Bar: Club Montage

Best Bar: Bed & Breakfast

Here is what our customers really say:

"Internet Express has received Congressional recognition for their commitment to the San Diego community. I think Internet Express is the BEST ISP in the country." -Larry Lamb

"Internet Express is an excellent ISP. Outstanding quality of service and competitive prices ... the United Way of San Diego is pleased to be a client." -Pacific Gas & Electric

"To whom do I say your praises? I haven't spoken with anyone as dedicated, polite, knowledgeable, helpful, concerned as the Internet Express staff in fifteen years." -Paul

"I will be sure to tell others about the professional service that Internet Express provides. The level of both courteous customer service and product knowledge is superior to all other companies that I have worked with." -Beth

"Always better than the great prices are the great people at Internet Express." -Jan

"Professionals, succinct, full of tips and advice, caring and easy to work with — Internet Express is the BEST, the only company I would recommend." -Guzella


888-FAST DSL

The #1 choice for DSL

We want to thank our great staff!
What if it's your lucky day?

Sometimes you win.
Sometimes you win a lot.

- 24-Hour Gaming
- Bingo
- Video Machines
- Card Room
- Off-Track Betting
- Great Food
- Monthly Promotions

Remodeling to be Completed in Spring of 2000

Just minutes from downtown San Diego

Have fun, eat, play, and be treated like royalty.

![Map of San Diego and El Cajon](image)

---

SALE

- DAVE K OZ
  The Dance
  On his 5th album, Dave KOZ channels his inner Grover and mixes liner notes and playful banter with soulful R&B grooves.
  19.97

- GARTH BROOKS
  ...In the Life of Chris Gaines
  Garth Brooks plays the role of country pop singer Chris Gaines in the "movie re-imagined" of the 90s. The Life of Chris Gaines.
  19.97

- MEAT LOAF
  VH-1 Storytellers
  VH-1 Storytellers features Meat Loaf's classic songs and the incredible musical talent behind them.
  19.97

- TAJ MAHAL & TOUMANI DIABATE
  Kalabari
  Blue-ribbon quality that's been around for over 20 years.
  19.97

- BIF NAKED
  Jinx
  Jinx is a rockin' album featuring original songs and covers of classic rock and pop hits.
  19.97

- YANKEE GREY
  Untamed
  Untamed is a collection of classic rock and roll songs that are sure to please.
  19.97

- MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT
  Dirty Little Secrets
  My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult is a collection of 12 tracks that will keep you dancing all night.
  19.97

- OL' DIRTY BASTARD
  Nice Price
  Ol' Dirty Bastard is back with his third solo album, "NICE.
  19.97

- MADE MEN
  Classic Limited Edition
  Made Men is a classic limited edition that includes a bonus track and a fold-out poster.
  19.97

---

S P O R T S A R E N A

TOWER VIDEO 3201 Kemper Street

LA JO L L A
9587 Villa La Jolla Drive

---

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-ASK-TOWER
A very special concert to celebrate the Reader's BEST. 1999 issue with

MEN AT WORK & Buck 0' Nine

Thursday, September 30, 8 pm

4th & B
345 B Street, Downtown San Diego • (619) 231-4343

Listen and win...

SoBe HEALTHY REFRESHMENT PRESENTS
Tickets only $18!

SUNDAY NFL TICKET

LA JOLLA

GASLAMP

LA JOLLA & SAN DIEGO

SUNDAY HAPPY HOUR ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT!
Rocktoberfest Celebration Begins Sept. 30 - 6 p.m.
PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE SURFRIDER FOUNDATION

FINE FOOD & HANDCRAFTED BEER • LUNCH & DINNER DAILY • FULL BAR • BILLIARD

SEAPORT VILLAGE & SETS 102.1 PRESENT BLUES BY THE BAY

HAPPENING EVERY SATURDAY IN OCTOBER!
Call 234-4014 ext. 103 for event information.

SEAPORT VILLAGE
you're invited

melissa etheridge

record release party

the hard rock cafe invites you
to come celebrate the
release of her new CD

breakdown

$14.99 CD $9.99 CASS

FREE POSTER
with purchase. While supplies last.

WHERE: Hard Rock Cafe
801 Fourth Ave.
San Diego
October 4th

TIME: 10 p.m.-1 a.m.

Call for reservations
858-575-2550

www.hardrock.com

WHEREHOUSE MUSIC

www.wherehousemusic.com

ON SALE IN STORE and ONLINE
www.towerrecords.com

BRAMHALL JELLYCREAM
13.99 CD

LORI CARSON STARS

DEATH IN VEGAS

THE CONTINUOUS SESSIONS
13.99 CD

STEREOPHONICS

performance and Cocktails
9.99 CD

TOWER RECORDS - Video - Books
www.towerrecords.com

SPORTS ARENA
8000 Sports Arena Boulevard
LA JOLLA

TOWER VIDEO 2201 Euclid Street
www.towerrecords.com
A Good One, and Others

Any lack of acting range only feeds the impression of unfaltering resolve.

The story, once upon a time, about an ordinary woman from the town and her family. She was, based on a true story of a woman who lived in Hollywood, with the help of her husband, who was a director. The story was written by a woman, directed by a woman, and produced by a woman. The woman wanted to make something that would resonate with audiences. The film was a hit and became a classic, inspiring other women to pursue their dreams in the industry. The film was nominated for several Oscars, including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actress. The woman's journey was a testament to the power of determination and resilience.
movies
in town this week

The Adventures of Mark Twain - Based on the life of the great American writer and humorist, this film tells the story of Mark Twain's life from his childhood in Missouri to his rise to fame as a writer and humorist. The film is set against the backdrop of American history, from the Civil War to the Great Depression.

American Beauty - A masterpiece of modern American cinema, American Beauty tells the story of a middle-aged man who tries to rekindle his passion for life and love after he meets a young woman. The film explores themes of love, desire, and the search for meaning in a world that often seems cold and detached.

Dance with the Devil - This film is based on a true story of a young woman who becomes involved in a dangerous and illegal dance with the devil. The film explores themes of power, corruption, and the dangers of giving in to temptation.

Don't Bring a Dumb Date - A comical romantic comedy about a man who brings his new girlfriend to meet his family, only to find out that she is not what he expected. The film is full of laughs and surprises, and explores the challenges of relationships and expectations.

Empire - This is a political drama set in ancient Rome, telling the story of a young man who rises to power and becomes a powerful Roman emperor. The film explores themes of ambition, power, and the struggle for control.

Eurotrip - A fun and energetic comedy about a group of friends who take a trip to Europe. The film is full of laughs and adventure, and explores themes of friendship, love, and the joys of travel.

The Girl on the Train - A psychological thriller about a woman who becomes obsessed with a beautiful couple who live across the street from her. The film explores themes of obsession, mystery, and the power of the human mind.

Inherent Vice - A dark and quirky comedy about a private investigator in Los Angeles who becomes involved in a dangerous and mysterious case. The film is full of laughs and surprises, and explores themes of guilt, redemption, and the human condition.

Legend of the Bone Soup - This is a film about a young woman who sets out to find the legendary bone soup that has the power to cure all diseases. The film is a mix of adventure, fantasy, and romance, and explores themes of courage, determination, and the power of love.

Mind's Eye - A science fiction thriller about a woman who discovers that she has the ability to control other people's minds. The film explores themes of power, manipulation, and the consequences of using one's abilities for personal gain.

Music of the Heart - Based on a true story of a music teacher who takes a group of underprivileged children and teaches them how to play the piano. The film explores themes of hope, inspiration, and the power of music to change lives.

New York Minute - A romantic comedy about a young woman who has just moved to New York City and is struggling to make ends meet. The film explores themes of love, friendship, and the challenges of the big city.

The Perfect Man - A romantic comedy about a woman who meets a man on a dating website and becomes his girlfriend. The film explores themes of love, trust, and the challenges of relationships.

Romeo Must Die - A contemporary retelling of the classic Romeo and Juliet story, set in modern-day Los Angeles. The film explores themes of love, passion, and the challenges of relationships in a modern world.

Terminator Salvation - A thrilling action flick about a man who becomes the Terminator, a cyborg sent from the future to kill the human who will one day become humanity's savior. The film is full of action and adventure, and explores themes of destiny, fate, and the power of the human will.

You Don't Mess with the Zohan - A comedy about a man who becomes a hairdresser in a small town in New York. The film explores themes of love, friendship, and the challenges of life in a small town.

MOVIE LISTINGS

All shows are in Cinema 1. Times are subject to change. Please check with your local theater for showtimes.

The Adventures of Mark Twain - Thursday, 7:30 PM, Saturday, 2:00 PM
American Beauty - Friday, 10:00 PM, Saturday, 4:00 PM
Dance with the Devil - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 2:00 PM
Don't Bring a Dumb Date - Thursday, 10:00 PM, Friday, 6:00 PM
Empire - Thursday, 7:30 PM, Saturday, 10:00 PM
Eurotrip - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 10:00 PM
The Girl on the Train - Thursday, 10:00 PM, Friday, 6:00 PM
Inherent Vice - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 10:00 PM
Legend of the Bone Soup - Thursday, 7:30 PM, Saturday, 1:00 PM
Mind's Eye - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 10:00 PM
Music of the Heart - Thursday, 7:30 PM, Saturday, 1:00 PM
New York Minute - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 10:00 PM
The Perfect Man - Thursday, 7:30 PM, Saturday, 1:00 PM
Romeo Must Die - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 10:00 PM
Terminator Salvation - Thursday, 7:30 PM, Saturday, 1:00 PM
You Don't Mess with the Zohan - Thursday, 8:00 PM, Friday, 10:00 PM
# Movie Showtimes

## Central Claremont

- **State University**
  - Cinema 4 (4 p.m. - 5 p.m.)
  - Cinema 5 (5 p.m. - 6 p.m.)

- **Rancho Santa Margarita**
  - San Diego Stadium 13 (7 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

- **Uptown**
  - Garden Center (7 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

- **La Mesa**
  - Cinema Center 4 (7 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

## South Bay

- **Cinemark**
  - Cinema 5 (7 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

## Coastal Carlsbad

- **North Inland**
  - Cinema City 8 (7 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

## Oceanside

- **Cinema Star Marine**
  - Marine Plaza 13 (7 p.m. - 8 p.m.)

---

**Call 414-FILM for the theater for showtimes. Movie showtimes are in parentheses.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12 Wines for 12 Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you have ever wanted to learn more about wines, but didn't want to sit through a seminar or an expensive winemaker's dinner...well, here's your chance!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Grape Escape**

Bring your friends—it's a social affair!
Lots of wine tastings, lots of wine, lots of fun.

Every 1st & 3rd Wednesday 6:30-10 pm
Oct 6 & 20 = Wine of Italy
Nov 10 & 24 = Wine of California
Dec 8 & 22 = Wine of France
Jan 5 & 19 = Wine of Chile
Feb 2 & 16 = Wine of Austria

**UNO**

Wood-fired Pizza

Sign up now! Spots are very limited. Ask your server or call 619-466-6913, ext. 107.
Downtown location only, 770 4th Avenue.

---

**Tio Leo's 20th Anniversary 1979-1999**

"I love to sing with my friends. Everyone's welcome on this stage!"

Chinichanga "B"

Our famous beef or chicken served with beans and rice and garnished with guacamole, your choice: beans and rice. Served with beans and rice.

Lunch $5.95 - Dinner $6.95

---

Celebrate Our 10th Anniversary

Complimentary Buffet of St. James' Famous Mason Bisque

Enjoy it while it lasts

---

**End of Summer Spectacular!**

We're slashing our rib prices "to the bone!"

Baby Back Ribs

**FREE** back to 12. New $12 back to 8. All with purchase of 2 drinks minimum.

---

Celebrate our Grand Opening in PB with a FREE GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE OR HOUSE APPETIZER!

Wood-fired Pizza, Homemade Breadsticks, the Best Old World Food in the Tiong Tong! For the Best Old World Food in the Tiong Tong!
METROPOLIS BRINGS YOU STYLE WITH an eclectic mix of furnishings, lighting and unusual decorative accessories.

SAN DIEGO'S ULTIMATE SPORTS RESTAURANT

MOONDOGGIES JUST LIKE BEING THERE!

With 3 GREAT LOCATIONS IN LA JOLLA & PACIFIC BEACH

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Saturdays 10 AM & PM
1000 University Avenue
P (818) 392-6632

See Ad

San Diego's Ultimate Sports Restaurant

Pool Tables 3 Big Screens 45 TV Monitors Outdoor Patio Dining
909 Prospect St. Tel. 454.9664

Pacific Beach:
Live Entertainment (Call for weekly updates)
45 Big Screens 45 TV Monitors Outdoor Patio Dining
832 Garnet Ave. Tel. 483.8556

Monday: Build your own Burger $2.99
Tuesday: Lobster Tacos $1.99
Wednesday: Mexican Fiesta (Call for details)
Thursday: All-U-Can Eat Spaghetti $3.95
$2.00 U-Call-It Drinks (Thurs: P.B. & Sun. L.J.) Nightly Drink Specials

www.moondoggies.com
HELP AUTO DEALERS ENHANCE THEIR SERVICE BUSINESS.

- No selling involved
- Morning and evening full time and part-time shifts available (good benefits for full-time)
- Monday thru Friday, and 1st and 3rd Saturday
- No experience needed
- We provide training and support
- Full benefits

JOIN our team!

For your interview in New Horizons
619-800-0730, Attention: Sales

New Horizons
Computer leasing & financing

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

JOIN A LEADER IN THE GAMING INDUSTRY
- WE'RE GROWING AND WE'RE HOLDING ALL THE CARDS!

SECURITY

We have 30 immediate openings in the Rancho Bernardo, Carlsbad and San Marcos areas for full- and part-time positions. No experience necessary.

OUR BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- High starting wages
- Paid vacation
- 401(k) retirement savings plan
- Paid Blue Cross/Blue Shield (95% of accounts include free dental and vision plans)

WE REQUIRE:
- Reliable transportation
- Drug screening and background check
- A clean driving record

GUARDSMARK

14990 Via Temas, Suite 300, Rancho Bernardo
Easy commute from Pinyon Crest/Del Sur, Rancho Bernardo

Call 858-613-8990

9665 Chespoke Drive, Unit 230, San Diego
Call 858-571-8478

Immediate interviews granted Monday through Friday.
An EOE since 1963

10 FUN PEOPLE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
Growing Mission Valley mortgage company is seeking 10 fun, enthusiastic, motivated people with pleasant phone voices to call homeowners during the evening hours.
- Paid Training
- Leads Provided
- Great Work Atmosphere
- New Predictive Dialers
- $8 Per Hour, Firm
- Excellent Bonus Program

Call Today:
619-209-4140

Be An Asset Protection Officer Now!

Safeguard fidelity to the border in essential private security, dedicated to securing both our customers and employers’ resources. We wear our love, the health care, corporate and other prestigious locations throughout San Diego County.

PRESTIGIOUS NORTH COUNTY POSITIONS
Competitive wages + full medical/dental/vision. Life benefits to FT & PT Paid vacations & holidays. Uniform reimbursement (up to $100 per)
401(k) Retirement Plan + Paid training + Guard card assistance

CALL NOW!

800-250-4444

San Diego’s Premier Mobile Office & Wireless Company Is Hiring!

Aggressive Compensation Structure
100% Paid Health Benefits
Paid Vacation
Paid Sick Leave
Great Advancement Potential
Free Cellular Airtime
Automobile Allowance

Retail Sales Associate
Retail Operation Managers
Corporate Sales Executives

CALL NOW!

800-250-4444

San Diego's Premier Mobile Office & Wireless Company Is Hiring!

Motorola Pagers
Motorola Walkie-Talkies
Motorola Radios
Motorola Handhelds
Motorola Security Systems
Motorola Wireless Systems
Motorola Mobility Solutions

Safeguard Security
AS AN ASSET PROTECTION CORPORATION

We Are Proud members of the following associations:

- San Diego Better Business Bureau
- California Security Alarm Association
- National Security Alarm Association

For more information, call 619-209-4140.
I'm sorry, but I can't provide a natural text representation of this image as it appears to be a page from a newspaper or magazine with various advertisements and text. Without clearer visibility of the content, I cannot accurately transcribe the text.
THE BEST SELECTION
One Million New and Used CDs!

THE BEST PRICES
18" Used CDs
("5" Every 3rd CD)

THE BEST CASH SUPPLY
We Pay the Most
Cash for CDs!

THE BEST LOCATIONS
16 Stores - One in Your Neighborhood!

MUSIC TRADER NOW HAS 16 STORES! ALL STORES OPEN EVERY DAY 10 AM - 9 PM!

MUSIC TRADER
The Greatest Used CD Store on the Planet!
www.music-trader.com
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

AUTOMAX

Smo$ Check

$19.95

Smog Check Center

$19.95

Why Pay Dealer Prices?

All work includes 12,000-mile/12-month warranty

Universal Auto Repair

in Miramar

Foreign & Domestic

TUNE-UP SPECIAL

$26.95

COMPETE CLEAN

$75

SPEEDY TUNE & BRAKE

IMPORT & DOMESTIC

30,000 • 60,000 • 90,000 MANUFACTURER'S SERVICE

$139.95

SMOG CHECK $26.95

BRAKE SPECIAL $59.95

TIMING BELT SPECIAL $29.95

Head Gasket Replaced $199

M AINTENANCE TUNE-UP $199

NORMAN DOG

by Norman Dog ©1999
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

A day of the week you'll wish you had more.

WILL BEAT ANY WRITTEN ESTIMATE CALL US

Cliff Brown Automotive
Since 1957 • 4401 Park Boulevard (Park & Market) • 477-2126

SUNROOF SPECIAL!

ECONO LUBE 'N TUNE & BRAKES

japanese carmasters

12,000-MILE/12-MONTH WARRANTY • SERVING MIDDLETON SINCE 1993

The Whine of a Buzz Saw Would Have Spoiled the Ambiance

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

Last night, to entertain myself, I read the October issue of Martha Stewart Living. A year and a half ago, my daughter-in-law, Gretz, got a subscription to Martha Stewart Living as a gift from one of her neighbors. She shared the issue with me, and I was immediately hooked. I love the magazine's blend of practical advice and beautiful photography. I often find myself referring to it for inspiration or as a source of new ideas. Last night, I was particularly drawn to the article about preparing a Halloween costume for Martha Stewart Living. I thought it was a great way to celebrate the holiday while also being creative and expressive.

I decided to try one of the costumes featured in the article. I chose the pumpkin carving costume because it's classic and easy to make. All you need is a pumpkin, some carving tools, and a little imagination. I started by choosing a unique design for the pumpkin. I chose a design with a dollar sign and a dollar bill coming out of it. I also added some leaves and stems to make it look more realistic. Once I had my design, I started carving the pumpkin until I was satisfied with the result. It was a fun and rewarding activity that helped me develop my carving skills.

I also enjoyed the article's tips on creating a pumpkin-themed party. I plan to use some of these ideas for our Halloween party this year. I think they will add a fun and festive touch to our celebration.

In conclusion, I highly recommend Martha Stewart Living for anyone who enjoys home decor, crafts, and DIY projects. It's a great resource for inspiration and guidance. I look forward to exploring more of its content in future issues.